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ABSTRACT 

big brain is a neurogenic gene which, when mutated causes defects in cell fate 

detennination during Drosophila neurogenesis through an unknown mechanism. The 

protein Big Brain (BIB) has sequence identity with the Major Intrinsic Protein family 

including the water- and ion-conducting Aquaporin channels. We show here that BIB 

expressed heterologously in Xenopus oocytes is a non-selective monovalent cation 

channel with penneability to K^>Na^»TEA .̂ BIB macroscopic conductance, activated 

in response to endogenous oocyte signaling pathways, was decreased after treatment 

with 20^M insulin and was enhanced with IOmM lavendustin A, a tyrosine kinase 

inhibitor. Cunrent activation is not obsen/ed in control oocytes or in oocytes expressing a 

non-functional mutant BIB channel (E71N) that is expressed on the plasma membrane, 

as confinned with confocal microscopy and western blotting. Cell-attached patch clamp 

experiments revealed a novel large conductance (300±30pS) channel in BIB-expressing 

but not control oocytes. 

Divalent cations, such as caldum, are important developmental signaling 

molecules. We found that caldum and barium partially block currents in BIB-expressing 

oocytes. We further demonstrated that a conserved glutamate (E71) located in 

transmembrane domain 1 is crudal for channel properties of BIB. Mg^  ̂block was 

introduced in currents from oocytes expressing the BIB mutant E71D. The carboxy tail 

of BIB comprises 61% of the channel (431 of 700 residues) and contains sites of 

potential serine/threonine and tyrosine phosphorylation, SH3 binding domains, PDZ 

binding domains and three polyglutamine stretches. The importance of the cariroxy tail 

for BIB channel activity was demonstrated by truncation of the channel at two sites. 
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Truncated channels had reduced whole-cell conductance and at least one (A317) was 

not tyrosine phosphorylated. In summary, the results presented In this dissertation 

provide a novel function of the Dmsophila protein Big Brain as a regulated cationic 

channel, indicate that BIB can participate in tyrosine kinase-regulated transmembrane 

signaling, and suggest a role for membrane depolarization in the neurogenic function of 

BIB in early development. 
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CHAPTER 1. Background and Literature Review 

Big Brain (BIB), the Dmsophila channel that has t)een the focus of my research, 

was first identif»d in genetic screens for genes involved in early stages of nervous 

system development. Loss-of-function mutations in BIB result in an excess numt)er of 

nervous system cells fonned at the expense of the ventral epidennis, a lethal condition 

(Lehmann, et al., 1983). In 1990, the laboratories of Lily and Yeh Nung Jan at UCSF 

cloned the bib cDNA. The bib gene product was found to have sequence identity with a 

recently identified family of channel proteins, the Major Intrinsic Protein family (Rao et 

al., 1900). Since that time only three papers have been published in regards to bib; they 

have provided additional data supporting bib's role in nervous system development but 

no explanation as to how bib, a transmembrane protein resembling a family of ion, water 

and glycerol channels might function to establish ceil fate. In this dissertation I describe 

the results of experiments that provide novel characterization of BIB as a non-selective 

cation channel. 

My interests in studying mechanisms of nervous system development are 

essentially two-fold. The first lies in the potential application of the results. Knowledge 

of developmental mechanisms may provide insight into developmental diseases of the 

nen/ous system or for neurodegenerative diseases which, in many cases, have similar 

underiying molecular components. The second has roots in the nature of sdence. 

Development is absolutely fasdnating. How is it possible that from a single cell an entire 

living organism is created? From this one cell, how is the nervous system, a complex 

network of over 10" neurons and 10-50 times as many glial cells generated in a 

systematic way? 
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1.1 DEVELOPMENT OF THE NERVOUS SYSTEM 

(1) The use of model systems to study development 

Insects, including fruit flies {Drosophlla melanogaster), grasshoppers 

{Shistocerca spedes), and moths (Manduca sexta) have t)een integral in assessing the 

interactions that determine cell fate as well as for detentiining specific gene products 

involved in developmental processes. In this regard, studies of the nematode, C. 

elegans have also been useful. Model organisms, such as Dmsophila, are used to study 

development for many reasons, prindpally: (i) they have stereotyped patterns of 

development; (ii) mutations are easily introduced; (iii) they have a large number of 

offepring and rapid generation times; and (iv) ethical considerations. 

In general, the genes involved in nervous system development in flies are similar 

to those in other insects as well as in mice, Xenopus, and humans (Kimble and 

Simpson, 1997; Greenwald, 1998). For example. Notch, a transmembrane receptor, 

involved in intercellular communication during cell fate decisions in Dmsophila was 

discovered in the 1930's during genetic screens for genes involved in neuronal 

generation. Notch genes are found in C. elegans, Xenopus, mice, and humans where 

Notch seems to play a pivotal role throughout development into adulthood and in certain 

disease states (Reaume et al., 1992; Zagouras et at., 1995; Joutel et al., 1996; Gridley, 

1997). 

(2) Dmsophila nen/ous system development 

Lan/al embryonic development of Dmsophila takes 22 hours at 25°C and occurs 

in 16 stages (Doe, 1992). The first four steps in embryogenesis indude (1) fertil̂ tion. 
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(2) blastoderm formation (stage 5), (3) cellularization of the blastoderm, and (4) 

gastrulation (stages 6 and 7; Figure 1.1; Ingham, 1988). 

Before nervous system development begins, the major body plan of the embryo 

is established through detemnination of the anterior-posterior and dorsal-ventral axes. 

This is accomplished through expression of genes contributed by the mother (matemal 

effect genes) and those expressed by the embryo (Arenander and de Veilis, 1994). The 

anterior-posterior axis fomns shortly after fertilization when matemal RNA encoding 

bicoid (anterior end) and genes of the oskar gene complex (posterior end) are expressed 

in the embryo. Segments along the anterior-posterior axis, which later give rise to 

specific body parts, are refined by expression of genes such as the gap genes 

{hunchback, kruppel, knirps), pair-rule genes (such as mnt and hairy), segment polarity 

genes (such as engrailed and wingless), and homeotic genes (such as genes of the 

antennepedia complex; Ingham, 1988). The dorsal-ventral axis is initially established by 

expression of matemal RNAs {snake, dorsal, tolloid) and refined by zygotic genes such 

as decapentaplegic and twist (Ingham, 1988). Many of these genes are used again in 

nervous system development to impart unique neural identity according to positional 

information along the anterior-posterior and dorsal-ventral axes. 

Once the major axes are established, nervous system development begins. The 

central nervous system of Drosophila, composed of the brain and ventral nerve cord, 

arises from the procephalic region and the ventral ectoderm, respectively (Figure 1.2). 

The peripheral nervous system comes from cells of the dorsal ectodenm (Bossing et al., 

1996; Schmidt et al., 1997). The nervous system is established through specific 

processes, which can generally be broken down into six major steps (Jessell and 

Schacher, 1991): (1) neural precursor cells are generated in a specified pattem; (2) 
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specific cell types (neurons and glia) diversify from precursor cells; (3) cells migrate to 

their appropriate locations; (4) neurons extend axons to their targets; (5) synaptic 

connections between cells are formed; and (6) connections between neurons are 

modified, presumably through activity-dependent mechanisms. Big Brain activity aids in 

the first steps during the fonnation of neural precursor cells. 

Neural precursor cells are "bom" from a subset of the ectodennal cells, termed 

the neuroectodenn, which is positioned along the ventral midline of the embryo. 

Induction of neural potential in the neuroectoderm occurs by inhibition of 

decapentaplegic by short gastrulation in insects (Bier, 1997). Cells in the 

neuroectodenn are initially equivalent and must choose between one of two ̂ tes, neural 

precursors (neuroblasts) orepidemial precursors (epidennoblasts). The neural or 

epidermal fate is determined by the actions of two inter-related gene families, the 

proneural and neurogenic genes. The actions of these genes result in neuroblast 

fonnation in a spatially and temporally defined pattem. What are the molecular 

processes involved in neuroblasts formation? How are unique neuronal and glial cells 

differentiated from a neuroblast? 

(3) Neuroblast segregaUon and differentiation 

Each hemi-segment of a Drosophila embryo contains approximately 60-70 

neuroectodermal cells. From these 60-70 cells, approximately 25 neuroblasts are 

generated (Doe, 1992). The molecular processes involved in neuroblast segregation 

have been extensively reviewed; Hartenstein and Campos-Ortega, 1984; Artavanis-

Tsakonas and Simpson, 1999b; Greenspan, 1992; Doe, 1992; Campos-Ortega and Jan, 

1991; and Doe and Goodman, 1985b. The first step in neuroblast segregation is 
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specification of a cluster of cells to have neural potential. This occurs through 

expression of a family of transcription factors, called the proneural genes (Figure 1.3). 

The further specification of one cell from within a proneural cluster to t)ecome the 

neuroblast occurs through an intercellular communication process, termed lateral 

inhibition. Experiments by Chris Doe and Corey Goodman suggested that inhibitory 

signaling between cells of a proneural cluster was responsible for selecting only one as 

the neuroblast. When a neuroblast from a grasshopper embryo is selectively removed 

by laser ablation, a surrounding cell within the proneural cluster replaces the neuroblast 

and gives rise to identical daughter cells (Doe and Goodman, 1985a). This result is 

consistent regardless of the location of the ablated neuroblast but is dependent on the 

presence of sum)unding neuroectodenm cells. If the neuroblast and the sum)unding 

neuroectoderm cells are removed, no replacement neuroblast is formed. These results 

suggest an interaction between cells of a proneural cluster to determine one as the 

neuroblast; the distinguished neuroblast then inhibits the remaining cells from acquiring 

the same fate (Doe and Goodman, 1985a). The neurogenic genes including big brain 

(Figure 1.3) govern lateral inhibition within a proneural duster. 

Each neuroblast is identified uniquely by its specific spatial location, temporal 

"arrival", pattem of expression of molecular markers (Schmid et al., 1999) and 

characteristic progeny (Doe and Skeath, 1996). Neuroblasts delaminate from the 

ectodennal surface and migrate dorsally within the embryo while the remaining cells of 

the cluster become epidermoblasts and give rise to the ventral epidermis (Doe and 

Goodman, 1985b). Neurons and glia are generated from the neuroblast through 

subsequent asymmetric divisions (Rgure 1.4). The first divisions give rise to an average 

of five ganglion mother cells (GMCs; Doe, 1992). Ganglion mother cells each undergo 
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only one division to form specific neuronal or glial cells (Doe and Goodman, 1985b). In 

the peripheral nervous system, a similar process occurs with each neuroblast (temned a 

sensory organ precursor cell) dividing twice to yield one neuron and three support cells 

(Artavanis-Tsakonas and Simpson, 1999b). 

(A) Proneural genes 

Proneural clusters are specified through the actions of the proneural genes, 

including extramachmchaete, ventral nervous system defective, atonal, single minded 

and genes of the achaete-scute gene complex; achaete, scute, and lethal of scute 

(Campos-Ortega and Jan, 1991; Greenspan, 1992; Jan and Jan, 1994). Proneural 

genes are basic Helix-Loop-Helix (bHLH) transcription factors that can fonn 

heterodimers and influence cell fate by regulating transcription (Jan and Jan, 1994). 

Loss-of-function mutations in the proneural genes results in a reduced number of 

neuroblasts (Figure 1.3; Brand and Campos-Ortega, 1988) and conversely, introducing 

extra copies of proneural genes leads to an increase in the number of neuroblasts (Doe, 

1992). Vertebrate homologues of Drosophila proneural genes have been identified and 

play similar roles in vertebrate neurogenesis (Chan and Jan, 1999; Chitnis, 1999). 

The location of proneural cluster fomnation, defined by proneural gene 

expression will define subsequent pattems of expression of the neurogenic genes, 

including big brain. The actions of the neurogenic genes specify each neuroblast. 

Therefore, the processes that regulate the location of proneural cluster fomiation not 

only provide unique spatial identity to a neuroblast but also determine the spatial 

pattems of expression of the neurogenic genes. In each hemi-segment of the ventral 

nerve cord, proneural clusters are fomied along the anterior-posterior and dorsal-ventral 
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axes in four columns (A-D) and three rows (medial, intennediate and lateral; Figure 1.5; 

Skeath et al., 1992). The proneural genes, achaete, scute and lethal of scute are 

expressed in a predse pattern in proneural clusters (Figure 1.5). Pair-rule but not 

segment polarity genes (used previously to establish the embryonic anterior-posterior 

axis) affect achaete and scute (but not lethal of scute) expression along the anterior-

posterior axis within in each hemi-segment. For example, lack of function mutations in 

fushi tarazu and paired (two pair-rule genes) result in loss of proneural clusters in row 0 

of even and odd numbered segments respectively (Figure 1.5; Skeath et al., 1992). 

Loss of odd-skipped luncXion increases the clusters in row D posterioriy along the 

anterior-posterior axis (Figure 1.5; Skeath et al., 1992). Loss of the Drosophila EGF 

receptor results in expansion of achaete expression dorsally into the intermediate 

column of proneural clusters in columns B and D (Figure 1.5; Skeath, 1998; Udolph et 

al., 1998). Positional regulation of proneural gene function defines unique proneural 

clusters and therefore affects the specification of a neuroblast by the neurogenic genes. 

This is one mechanism to establish unique neuroblast identity. 

(B) Neurogenic genes 

Once proneural clusters are defined, one cell differentiates as the neuroblast 

while the others are prevented from the same fate through the inhibitory actions of the 

neurogenic genes. Activation of the inhibitory signal confers epidermal precursor identity 

to the remaining cells of the cluster. Mutations in neurogenic genes that cause a lack-of-

function result in a characteristic phenotype in flies: hypertrophy of the central and 

peripheral nervous system and lack of ventral epklermis (Rgure 1.3; Lehmann et al., 

1983). big brain {bib) was one of the eariiest identified neurogenic genes along with 
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Notch, Delta, mastermind, neuralized, and the Enhancer of split gene complex 

(Lehmann et al., 1983). Based on genetic analysis of eplstatlc relationships Notch, 

Delta, mastemfiind, neuralized and Enhacer of split genes appear to act in a hierarchical 

manner (i.e. a pathway) but bib may regulate epidenmal cell fate through a different or 

parallel pathway (de la Concha et al., 1988). 

Cloning and biochemical studies have defined interactions between the 

neurogenic gene products. From these studies the framework for a lateral inhibition 

signaling pathway has been established and begins on the cell surface by interaction of 

Delta (on the presumptive neuroblast) with the Notch receptor (on the presumptive 

epidennoblast; Figure 1.6; Fehon etal., 1990). Activation of Notch by Delta, results in 

transtocation of Suppressor of Hairless from the cytoplasm to the nucleus where it 

activates transcription of genes in the Enhancer of split complex (Figure 1.6; Fortini and 

Artavanis-Tsakonas, 1994; Artavanis-Tsakonas et al., 1995; Artavanis-Tsakonas et al., 

1999a). Enhancer of split transcription factors down-regulate proneural genes. 

However, Notch signaling is probably more complicated than this simple scheme 

predicts. Other neurogenic genes function to regulate this pathway. For example, 

deltex (a cytoplasmic protein) interacts with intracellular domains of Notch (Diederich et 

al., 1994). Deltex interaction with Notch prevents Suppressor of Hairiess binding to 

Notch intracellular domains (Matsuno et al., 1995). Additional ligands for the Notch 

receptor have been identified (such as Senrate); and modification of ligand-receptor 

interactions occurs via fringe, which promotes the Notch-Delta interaction but inhibits the 

Notch-Serrate interaction (Artavanis-Tsakonas et al., 1999a). kuzbanian encodes a 

metalloprotease that appears to cleave intracellular domains of Notch at the plasma 

membrane (Pan and Rubin, 1997). Notch is also post-translationally cleaved in the 
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Golgi network and may exist as a heterodimer (tietween extracellular and intracellular 

domains) on the cell surface (Blaumueller et al., 1997). Regulation of Notch signaling by 

expression of different ligands or accessory proteins, post-translational processing and 

spatial distribution of both Notch and regulatory proteins is a mechanism to establish 

specific and unique cellular identities within a common signaling network. However, the 

functions of many known neurogenic genes, including bib, within this pathway remain 

unclear. 

big brain is unique among the neurogenic genes in many aspects. In contrast to 

the other neurogenic genes, the bib gene product has sequence identity to the Major 

Intrinsic Protein family of channels (Rao et al., 1990). Mutations in genes of the 

achaete-scute gene complex have no effect on the neurogenic phenotype induced by 

lack-of-function mutations Of bib (Brand and Campos-Ortega, 1988). No genetic 

interaction was found between bib and Notch, Delta, Enhancer of split, mastermind or 

neuralized (de la Concha et al., 1988). Although bib mutation causes a neurogenic 

phenotype in embryonic central and peripheral nervous systems, the phenotype is less 

extreme than for other neurogenic genes (Lehmann et al., 1983; Rao et al., 1992). From 

these studies, it seems that bib does not function within the Notch signaling pathway. 

However, the bib gene product (BIB) is expressed in domains overlapping with the other 

neurogenic genes, and on the plasma membrane of ectodennal cells during neuroblast 

differentiation (Doherty et al., 1997). Therefore, bib is expressed in the correct locations 

and at the correct times to be influendng cell fate determinations during neurogenesis. 

Clues to how bib expression might influence development can be found in how ion 

channels cause developmental changes in excitability and fivm studies on the staicture 

and function of channels in the Major Intrinsic Protein family. 
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(4) Ion channels In neuronal development 

The importance of ion channels to developmental processes is evident by their 

expression in oocytes even before fertilization (Dascal, 1987; Moody, 1995). Xenopus 

laevis oocytes endogenously express calcium-dependent and hyperpolarization-

activated chloride channels, as well as calcium, sodium and potassium channels 

(Dascal, 1987). After fertilization, a wave of depolarization spreads over the oocyte and 

may serve as an electn'cal block to polyspemiy until mechanical bam'ers are in place. In 

amphibians, the depolarcation wave is mediated by an outward chloride conductance 

(Dascal, 1987; Moody, 1995). In general, after the fertilization-induced depolarization, 

excitability decreases until cellular differentiation begins (Moody, 1998b). 

Electrical excitability often occurs spontaneously (Le. due to unknown 

mechanisms) and probably serves to enlist second messenger pathways important for 

development of mature cellular phenotypes, firing patterns and connectivity (Moody, 

1998a). For example, in Xenopus primary spinal neurons, spontaneous increases in 

intracellular calcium occur with two different frequencies, classified as spikes and waves 

(Spitzer and Rlbera, 1998). Calcium spikes occur with low frequency (~3/hr), are due to 

caldum dependent action potentials and regulate changes in transcription. Higher 

frequency (~6/hr) caldum waves result firom caidum leak and typically occur in growth 

cones where they affect cytoskeletal properties important for axonal pathfinding (Spitzer 

and Ribera, 1998). 

The electrical activity of a cell reflects underiying channel expression profiles. 

Neuroblasts and their progeny have changes in electrical excitability that may provide 

dues to the properties of the channels themselves or how they function to detennine cell 
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fate. The dorsal unpaired median (DUM) neuroblast is located on the midline of 

grasshopper embryos in between the left and right hemi-segments and is surrounded by 

the ventral neuroblasts in each segment (Goodman and Spitzer, 1979). DUM 

neuroblasts have resting membrane potentials between -60 and -80mV, while the 

sumounding ectodermal cells are slightly more depolarized (-40 to -60mV). At day 8 of 

development, the DUM neuroblasts are electrically and dye-coupled to the sumiunding 

neuroblasts and ectodennal cells suggesting the presence of gap junctional 

communication (Goodman and Spitzer, 1979). The neuroblasts stay coupled until they 

stop dividing and degenerate (around day 15). The neuroblast progeny lose coupling to 

the neuroblast at approximately the same time that they acquire the ability to elicit action 

potentials, around day 11, implying a loss of gap junctional communication (Goodman 

and Spitzer, 1979). Ion channel expression profiles reflect these activity changes; 

treatment of neuroblasts or neuronal progeny with veratradine (a sodium channel 

activator) does not cause depolarization until day 12 in the oldest DUM progeny 

(Goodman and Spitzer, 1979). This general pattem is the same for the progeny of 

another neuroblast, MPS (Goodman and Spitzer, 1981). Two general conclusions can 

be made from these experiments. First, during neuroblast differentiation there may be a 

link between transmembrane signaling and changes in membrane potential. Secondly, 

changes in ion channel gene expression reflect changes in electrical properties. 

Neural cells are able to generate action potentials once they become electrically 

uncoupled from their "parent' neuroblast. The action potential wavefonn is further 

refined during development. Xenopus spinal neurons elicit long duration (100ms), 

caldum dependent action potentials. Within one day the action potential duration 

decreases (to 1ms) and becomes sodium dependent (O'Dowd et al., 1988). Although 
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the contribution of calcium to the action potential diminishes, there are no changes in the 

calcium currents. The switch to sodium dependent fast action potentials reflects 

increases In sodium current density (via increased single channel conductance, 

increased open probability or the number of channels), increases in Kv and Kca currents, 

and development of faster inactivation in the Kv current (O'Dowd et al., 1988). Longer 

duration action potentials in immature neurons are a property of many cell types (Moody, 

1998a). Depolarized membrane potentials of neurons early in development may reflect 

an underlying need to generate sufficient influx of caldum ions for intracellular signaling 

and establishment of adult patterns of protein expression. Changes in the subunit 

composition of acetylcholine receptors during development further support this idea. 

In bovine fetal muscle, acetylcholine receptor channels are composed of a, p, S 

and Y subunits but after birth are composed of a, p, S and e subunrts (Mishina et al., 

1986). Fetal acetylcholine receptors, have longer open times but smaller single channel 

conductances (5ms, 40pS) than aduK channels (1ms, 60pS; Mishina et al., 1986). 

These activity changes parallel development of muscle innervation at adult stages and 

may have functional consequences, since opening of fetal channels would result in 

larger depolarizations (Moody, 1998b). 

In addition to the subunit composition of the ion channels themselves, 

developmental expression of regulatory proteins alters cellular excitability. Ion channels 

exist on the plasma membrane within protein complexes as evidenced from excised 

patches in which expressed channels are modified by levels of ATP as well as kinase 

and phosphatase inhibitors (Chung et aL, 1991; Molokanova et al., 2000). Recently, a 

molecular complex of voltage-gated sodium channels and receptor tyrosine 

phosphatases was found in rat brain (Ratdiffe et al., 2000). Na  ̂channel a-subunits 
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interact with the carbonic anhydrase domain of PTPp while the Na  ̂channel subunit 

interacts with the catalytic D1 and 02 domains of PTPp (Ratcliffe et al., 2000). 

Interaction of PTPp with Na* channels expressed in tSA-201 cells shifts the voltage-

dependent inactivation to more depolarized membrane potentials thereby increasing Na" 

channel cun«nts (Ratcliffe et al., 2000). PTPp exists in three isofonns; the short and 

long forms (containing the catalytically active 01 and 02 domains) are expressed at 

postnatal day 1 but by postnatal day 16 only the phosphacan fomi (lacking 01 and 02) 

is expressed in rat brain (Ratcliffe et al., 2000). Expression of short and long forms of 

PTPp enhances cellular excitability early in development but changes in PTPp 

expression (to the phosphacan form) decrease excitability in mature rats. 

In summary ion channels have three fates during development; (1) embryonic 

channels are retained in the mature cell; (2) expression of the channels is modified 

either by changes in subunit composition (as for the acetylcholine receptor) or 

associated regulatory proteins (as with the Na*̂ channel-RPTPp interaction); or (3) 

embryonic channels are down-regulated in the mature state (as with loss of gap-

junctional coupling between the OUM neuroblast and its progeny (Goodman and Spitzer, 

1979; Moody, 1998a). 

If the bib gene product (BIB) functions as an ion channel, changes in membrane 

potential may be a regulatory mechanism in establishing cell fate. This idea fits logically 

with studies of electrical excitability in neuroblasts and surrounding non-neural cells in 

grasshopper embryos. Non-neural cells of the ectodenfn have depolarized membrane 

potentials compared to differentiated neuroblasts (Goodman and Spitzer, 1979). How 

does an ion channel function for BIB fit in with established channel properties in the 

Major Intrinsic Protein family? 
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1.2 MAJOR INTRINSIC PROTEIN FAMILY 

Since the cDNA cloning of big brain revealed a channel with sequence identity to 

channels of the Major Intrinsic Protein (MIP) family, the properties of these channels 

may provide insight into a function of Big Brain during neurogenesis. The MIP family 

was named after the major intrinsic protein of the bovine lens fiber (now called AQPO), 

which was cloned in 1984. The cloning of AQPO, revealed a 263 amino acid protein 

predicted to have six transmembrane domains and intracellular amino and cariOoxy 

temnini (Gorin et al., 1984). AQPO was initially thought be a component of gap junctions 

in the lens (Girsch and Peracchia, 1985; Nikaido and Rosenberg, 1985). No similar 

proteins were identified by database searches in 1984 (Gorin et al., 1984). The 

existence of the MIP family was noted after the cloning of GIpF from E coli and Nodulin 

26 from soybean root nodules (Baker and Saier, 1990). Approximately ten years later 

the MIP family is known to encompass over 150 channels found throughout all phyla. 

MIP channels are broadly classifed based on their penneabilities and have 

traditionally been segregated into classes pemieable to water (aquaporins) and those 

penneable to small chain hydrocarbons such as glycerol (aquaglyceroporins; Park and 

Saier, 1996). However, classification of pemneability into two groups is probably 

shortsighted as eariy studies showed that AQPO and Nodulin 26 reconstituted in lipkl 

bilayers were ion channels (Ehring et al., 1990; Weaver et al., 1994). The mammalian 

aquaporins (AQPs) have been extensively studied and are distributed throughout the 

body in areas such as the eye, brain and kidney where water and solute movement are 

critical for proper organ function (King and Agre, 1996). The identification of AQP1 as 

an ion channel (Yool et al., 1996) while initially controversial brought ion permeation of 
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MIP channels into the forefront and generated significant interest in understanding 

mechanisms of selectivity and regulation of ion permeation. Several MIP channels have 

penmeability to both water and small chain hydrocarbons. Notable in this group is AQP9, 

permeable to water, carbamides (urea and thiourea), polyols (glycerol, mannitol, 

sorbitol), uracil, adenine and monocarboxylates (lactate and p-HB; Tsukaguchi etal., 

1998). The varying permeabilities of MIP channels have prompted investigations into 

how the unifying features of MIP channels provide for common functions, how the 

structure provides selectivity, and how channel activity is regulated. 

(1) Structure and Function of MIP ctiannels 

The predicted transmembrane topology of MIP based on the analysis of amino 

acid hydrophobicity is six transmembrane domains (TM1-6) with intracellular amino and 

carboxy tennini (Figure 1.7). The three extracellular loops are referred to as Loop A, C 

and E, and the two intracellular loops are B and D (Preston and Agre, 1991). This 

subunit topology was confimied by cleavage analysis of AQP1 engineered with novel 

chymotrypsin sites at various positions along the protein and also with antibodies 

generated against peptides from Loop C, E and the carboxy tail of AQP1 (Preston et al., 

1994; StameretaL, 1996). 

Each channel is composed of four individual subunits that span the membrane 

six times (Smith and Agre, 1991; Borgnia and Agre, 2001). The functional significance 

of tetramerization is unclear. Results from early studies of oligomerization states with 

sucrose gradient sedimentation suggested that the aquaglyceroporins are monomers 

unlike the tetrameric aquaporins (Lagr6e et al., 1998). Comparison of the amino acid 

sequence of Loop E between AQPdc, an insect water channel and GIpF, the E co/i 
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glycerol faclliator, demonstrated four amino acids that differed in this region tietween 

AQPcic and GIpF. Mutation of the amino acids in AQPdc to the corresponding amino 

acids in GIpF and expression of mutated AQPdc in Xenopus oocytes or yeast resulted in 

glycerol permeable AQPdc channels, AQPcic channels that had sucrose gradient 

sedimentation coeffidents indicative of monomers (similar to GIpF), or both (Lagr̂ e et 

al., 1998). Thus, a functional difference for tetrameric and monomeric channels was 

proposed; water penneable channels are tetramers while those permeable to glycerol 

are monomers. 

However, two recent papers demonstrated that the oligomerization state of GIpF 

was sensitive to the composition of the sucrose gradient (Borgnia and Agre, 2001; 

(Manley et al., 2000). Increasing the ionic strength of the sucrose gradient shifted the 

location of GIpF into higher density fractions indicative of tetramers (Borgnia and Agre, 

2001). Extraction of GIpF with SDS resulted in predominantly monomenc channels, 

confinning the results by Lagrde and colleagues (1998), but when urea (4M) was 

induded, a range of molecular weights was obtained conresponding to monomers, 

dimers, trimers and tetramers (Manley et al., 2000). Taken together these results 

suggest that the affinity of GIpF subunits for each other is lower than that of the 

aquaporins (such as AQPcic) and confirms that GIpF can fonn tetramers similar to the 

aquaporins. In summary, MIP channels are tetramers and each subunit spans the 

membrane six times. Within this common structural framework, the amino acid 

sequences of the channels show similarities in regions such as the transmembrane 

domains but differences in putative pore regions and amino and cart)oxy tenmini. 
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(A) Sequence alignments 

MIP channels have two highly conserved sequence motifs, N-P-A (asparagine -

proline- alanine) in Loops B and E. Sequence analysis of the 18 memt)ers cloned in 

1993, revealed that in addition to the consen/ed N-P-A motifs, two glutamates (E) in TM 

1 and 4 and two glycines (G) in TM 3 and 6 are conserved (Reizer et al., 1993). Figure 

1.8 shows an alignment of BIB, AQPO, AQP1 and GIpF with the conserved amino acids 

N, P, A, E, and G boxed. The conservation of these amino acid residues suggests they 

are critical for channel stmcture or selectivity; however, of these highly consen/ed 

residues only the NPA motifs and the residues immediately surrounding them have been 

mutated to determine the effect on channel penneability. 

MIP channels have internal similarity,' the primary structure between 

transmembrane domains 1-3 is similar to that of transmembrane domains 4-6 

(homologous transmembrane domains are indicated by color in Rgure 1.7). In distantly 

related MIP channels, transmembrane domains 1-3 are more similar to each other than 

transmembrane domains 4-6. In contrast, closely related MIP channels have greater 

amino acid sequence identity in transmembrane domains 4-6. This suggests that 

transmembrane domains 1-3 are important for common functions (i.e. for channel 

assembly, structure or membrane insertion) while transmembrane domains 4-6 confer 

unique features to channel function (/.e. channel specificity or regulation). 

Sequence comparison of mammalian aquaporins, Nodulin 26 and BIB based on 

known channel penneabilities showed no substantial differences in Loop B based on 

grouping by penneability, emphasizing the potential importance of this region for 

common functions of MIP channels (Yool and Stamer, 2001). However, alignment of 
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residues in Loop E with respect to the last residue in the sequence NPARX (shaded in 

gray in Figure 1.8), sorted channels into three main groups: those with the sequence 

NPARS, NPARD or NPARA. The first group, with the sequence NPARS, included water 

and ion-conducting channels such as AQP1, bovine MIP, Nodulin 26 and Big Brain (Yool 

and Stamer, 2001). The second group, with the NPARD motif, contained the 

aquaglyceroporins, AQP3, AQP7 and AQP9. The third group, NPARA, contained only 

AQP8, a water penneable channel expressed in testis (Ishibashi et al., 1997). 

Identification of novel MIP family members will likely add more proteins to this third 

group. 

The results of sequence comparisons show that the similar transmembrane 

topology and tetrameric channel structure of MIP channels is the result of underlying 

amino acid sequence Identity. In contrast, unique channel properties are the result of 

specific amino add residues in putative pore-lining regions and putative regulatory 

domains. Mutagenesis and domain swapping in these regions have supported their role 

in channel selectivity. 

(B) Mutagenesis and chimeric analyses 

Point mutations and chimeric analysis of channels is one way to test the role of 

specific amino ackJ resklues that are important for confem'ng unique channel properties, 

such as selectivity for water or ions over glycerol. Sequence comparison of BIB with 

channels in which these analyses have been performed may provide information 

regarding the properties of Big Brain channels. 

Mercurial reagents inhibit the water permeability of AQP1 (Preston et al., 1992). 

Mutations that alter mercury block were used to detennine potential pore-lining residues 
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Site-directed mutagenesis of the four cysteine residues of AQP1 to serine (C87S, 

C102S, CI 52S and C189S; Figure 1.9) had a variety of effects on the ability of HgCIa to 

block water permeability of wild type and mutant AQP1 channels expressed in Xenopus 

oocytes (Preston et al., 1993). Since mercury binds to sulfhydryl groups, a mutation 

from cysteine to serine should abolish HgCl2 block if the cysteine resides in or near the 

water pore. Mutation of CI 89, located in Loop E, to serine was the only mutant that no 

longer exhibited block by HgCl2, suggesting that CI 89 lines the water pore. Additional 

mutations of CI 89 to alanine (A), valine (V), methionine (M), tryptophan (W) and tyrosine 

(Y) had various effects. C189V, C189M, C189W and C189Y had altered glycosylation 

patterns on western blots suggesting a processing defect but CI 89V still exhibited water 

permeability, albeit reduced. Preston and colleagues proposed that C189 resides in or 

close to the water pore and that it is critical for proper function and processing of the 

channel. 

Follow-up studies with cysteine scanning mutagenesis in Loops B and E gave 

rise to a possible stmcture for the water pathway for AQP1 (Jung et al., 1994). Using 

the C189S mutant as a background, amino acids in Loop E between 187-197 were 

individually mutated to cysteine and expressed in X. oocytes. Ail mutants had 

decreased water permeability (compared to oocytes expressing wild type or C189S 

AQP1) that was further reduced by ImM HgCl2 (Jung et al., 1994). Alanine 73, in Loop 

B is in an equivalent position to CI 89 in Loop E. HgCl2 inhibited water penmeability of 

oocytes expressing the double mutant A73C/C189S. Because A73 and CI 89 are at 

equivalent positions in each half of AQP1, the hourglass model was proposed in which 

the N-P-A motifs of Loops B and E form a constriction in a water pathway through each 

subunit (Figure 1.10; Jung et al.. 1994). 
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Additional evidence for the involvement of the amino acids in Loop E in water 

conductance was further supported by novel findings of a non-mercurial blocker of AQP1 

(Brooks et al., 2000). The similarity in subunit topology between aquaporins and 

channels was the basis for looking at the effect of the channel blockers, TEA 

(tetraethylammonium chloride), TMA (tetramethylammonium), TPA 

(tetrapropylammonium), and clofilium on AQP1 water penneability. 100^M TEA blocked 

water pemfieability of AQP1 by 20-40% to a level equivalent to that of SOO^M HgCl2 

(Brooks et al., 2000). The molecular basis of this inhibition was investigated with site-

directed mutagenesis at tyrosine 186, located three residues away from C189, the 

proposed site of mercury inhibition of water permeability. Three Y186 mutants were 

constructed; Y186F, Y186N, and Y186A. Y186N and Y186A lacked water penneability 

as well as appropriate glycosylat'on patterns on western blots; however Y186N 

appeared to be on the plasma membrane as detemnined with confocal microscopy 

(Brooks et al., 2000). Mutation of Y186 to phenylalanine, a more consen/ative 

substitution, resulted in functional water channels that lacked sensitivity to TEA but 

remained sensitive to block by HgCIa (Brooks et al., 2000). These results provided the 

first non-mercurial blocker for an aquaporin, supported the involvement of Loop E as a 

pore lining region of the water channel, and may provide a starting point for drug 

development. 

AQPO has low water permeability compared to other aquaporins (Chandy et al., 

1997; Yang and Verionan, 1997). AQP2 has a single channel water permeability 13 

times greater than that of AQPO (Yang and Verkman, 1997). Kuwahara and colleagues 

(1999), capitalized on this fact and made chimeras between AQPO and AQP2. Twelve 

chimeras with portions of Loops B, C, 0 and E of AQP2 spliced into the appropriate 
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regions of AQPO were tested for osmotically induced swelling in Xenopus oocytes and 

yeast cells (Kuwahara et al., 1999). Only AQPO mutants that contained portions of Loop 

E from AQP2 exhibited water permeability greater than wild type channels. Water 

permeability equivalent to that of AQP2 was obtained in chimeric AQPO channels that 

incorporated the cytoplasmic portion of helix 5 and the entire Loop E region of AQP2. 

Conversely, when the cytoplasmic portion of helix 5 of AQPO was transferred to AQP2 

chimeric channels exhibited water penmeability equivalent to wild type AQPO (Kuwahara 

etaL, 1999). 

Amino adds in Loop B contribute to the anion selectivity of Aquaporin 6 (AQP6). 

Xenopus oocytes expressing AQP6 have no detectable water permeability. Acidic pH 

activates an anion selective conductance in oocytes expressing AQP6 (PnaJPcr=0.28). 

Sequence scanning suggested that the positively charged lysine at position 72 (located 

in Loop B) might have an effect on ionic selectivity. Two mutants were constructed, 

K72E and K72H (Yasui et al., 1999a). Mutation of K72 to H had no effect on pH-

stimulated ion currents in AQP6-expressing oocytes, whereas mutation of K72 to E 

shifted the relative ionic penmeability of sodium and chloride (PNa^ci-) from 0.28 to 1.13 

(Yasui et al., 1999a). These results suggest that Loop 8 influences the ion pore in 

AQP6 and thereby affect selectivity directly, or indirectly by affecting the structure of 

AQP6 within the bilayer. 

Together, these examples of mutational and chimeric analyses of aquaporins in 

the MIP family detenmined that Loops 8 and E line a pathway for water or ions. Where 

are these regions located in the three îmensional channel structure? Where is the 

location of the pore in these channels? 
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(C) Crystallographic analysis of MIP channels 

Crystallographic analysis of MIP channels has the potential to provide stnjctural 

infomiation at the molecular level. This type of information is particularly intriguing for 

MIP channels since structural information may provide infomiation as to how the same 

basic structure can result in channels with a variety of penneabilities. 

Despite the limitations involved in crystallizing membrane bound proteins (Walz 

and Grigorieff, 1998; Rigaud et al., 2000), X-ray and 2-D crystal structures have been 

solved for a number of MIP channels, particulariy AQP1, Eariy studies were of sufficient 

resolution only to confimn that AQP1 exists as a tetramer (Walz et al., 1994b; Walz et al., 

1994a; Jap and Li, 1995; Walzet al., 1996). Interestingly, each of these studies 

revealed the same point group symmetry (P42i2) of AQP1 despite differences in lipid 

composition, source of AQP1 and the sugar used in the embedding medium. The 

predicted an^ngement of the a-helical transmembrane domains of each subunit is 

shown in Figure 1.10 (de Groot et al., 2000). 

A 3.8A resolution stnicture, sufficient to visualize protrusions corresponding to 

individual amino acid side chains, was recently obtained from 2D crystals embedded in 

trehalose. The resulting structure is shown in Figure 1.11A with transmembrane 

domains 1-3 colored gold, transmembrane domains 4-6 colored blue and Loops B and E 

in green (Murata et al., 2000). Within each subunit there is a pseudo two-fold symmetry 

axis that is the result of the intemal sequence similarity between transmembrane 

domains 1-3 and transmembrane domains 4-6 (dashed white line in Figure 1.11 A). At 

the center of AQP1 tetramer is a four-fold axis of symmetry (yellow drde; Rgure 1.11 A). 

Amino adds surrounding the four-fold axis are contributed by helices 2 and 5 of each 

subunit. van der Waal's interactions between prolines in the consen/ed N-P-A motifs are 
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predicted to stabilize the interaction t)etween Loops B and E, confirming the hourglass 

model of water pore structure (Jung et al., 1994). 

A major drawback to the crystaliographic analysis by Murata and colleagues was 

the lack of resolution of water molecules in the electron density map used for the atomic 

model. However, using their atomic model and results of previously described 

mutagenesis studies, a model of water permeation through each subunit was predicted. 

In their model, the pore (approximately 5A in diameter) has a constriction at the center 

(3A, a size just slightly larger than a water molecule - 2.dA; Murata et al., 2000) that 

would constrain water molecules into a single file column. The positive ends of helix 

dipoles of Loops B and E may induce a water molecule to reorient perpendiculariy to the 

channel axis fordng it to break its hydrogen bonds with sunt>unding water molecules. 

To compensate for this bond breakage, N76 and N192 (from the NPA motifs of Loops B 

and E) may serve as a selectivity filter, forming hydrogen bonds with the oxygen of a 

water molecule. The hydrophobic nature of the other pore lining residues combined with 

the narrow diameter of the pathway were proposed to be critical for water selectivity and 

the high penneability of water through the channel (Murata et al., 2000; Unger, 2000). 

Interestingly, the central area at the four-fold axis of symmetry was dismissed as 

a possible pathway for water (or any other solute) for AQP1. This 'central pore" is 

sunounded by helices 2 and 5 and a 3.5A opening at the extracellular surface opens up 

to 8.5A at the center of the bilayer. The small opening at the extracellular surface and 

hydrophobic lining of the interior was proposed to occlude solutes (Murata et al., 2000). 

Ren and colleagues proposed a similar model for AQP1 with results from a 

density map obtained at 3.7A resolution, only slightly better than that obtained by Murata 

and colleagues. An atomic model was fit to the data based on AQP1 subunit topology 
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put forth in previous studies (de Groot et al., 2000) and refined with predictions on pore 

lining residues (Heymann and Engel, 2000). The four-fold symmetry axis was also 

bounded by helices 2 and 5 of each subunit. A cunred pathway for water within each 

subunit, with a bend of approximately 25° near the asparagines at the pore constriction 

was predicted. This cun/ed pathway was proposed to promote an increase in hydrogen 

bond strain, or disrupt the hydrogen-bonding network of adjacent waterTnolecules, or 

both (Ren et al., 2000). Hydrogen bonds between E17 and Q101, and between H69 and 

T80 are thought to stabilize the interactions between Loops B and E (Ren et al., 2000). 

In general, the conclusions drawn from crystallographic data on AQP1 are limited 

by the lack of resolution of water molecules and ions in the structure. The low resolution 

requires that any proposed atomic model be the result of fitting data with previously 

detemnined topokigies and sequence analyses. While these methods are proving useful 

in aiding in the structural detenninations of AQP1, elucidation of the water pathway, and 

ion pathway await further improvements in resolution that are typically seen only with 3D 

crystals used for X-ray crystallography. 

Better resolution has been achieved for £ coli glycerol facilitator GIpF. The 

reported crystal structure of GIpF, at 2.2A resolution, was obtained from crystals 

embedded in glycerol (Fu et al., 2000). GIpF crystallized with properties similar to those 

of AQP1: a tetramer with a four-fold axis of symmetry at the center and pseudo-two-fold 

axes in the plane of the bilayer through each subunit (Figure 1.11B). Two exciting 

findings resulted from this crystal structure. First, because glycerol was used in the 

embedding medium, and suffident resolution was obtained, the glycerol pathway could 

be determined. Three molecules of glycerol were found in pores within each subunit. 

The selectivity for glycerol over water by GIpF is achieved by two elements. The 
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extracellular region of each subunit is lined by W48 (helix 2) and F200 (Loop E); these 

two residues appear to fonn a "hydrophobic comer" and may interact with the carbon 

backbone of glycerol. R206 (immediately following the NPA motif in Loop E) fomns 

hydrogen bonds with 2 OH' groups of glycerol. The rest of the pore is amphiphilic and 

glycerol is proposed to move progressively through the pore with successive hydrogen 

bonding on one side, including interactions between the asparagines of the NPA motifs 

in each loop (N68 and N203; Fu et al., 2000). Water permeation is thought to be 

prevented due to energetic constraints. The 3.8A pore diameter prevents a water 

molecule from interacting with other water molecules but the pore is too large to 

compensate for the cost of dehydration. This mechanism is similar to that which 

prevents Na"̂  ions from penneating the KcsA channel (Doyle et al., 1998). Visualization 

of glycerol within each individual subunit is direct confirmation that each subunit contains 

a pore for glycerol. 

The second exciting finding was two Mg^  ̂ions located at the four-fold axis of 

symmetry. Members of the ion channel gene family (such as potassium and cyclic 

nucleotide-gated channels) form ion pores at the four-fold axis of symmetry (Hille, 1992; 

Doyle et al., 1998). Similar to the central pore area of AQP1, helices 2 and 5 line the 

central pore of GIpF (Figure 1.12A). Mg "̂ ions interact with W42 and E43 (of helix 2; 

Rgure 1.12B; Fu et al., 2000). Electrophysiological experiments suggested that GIpF 

was not a voltage-gated ion channel (Maurel et al., 1994). However, other MIP channels 

have ion channel activity regulated by second messenger pathways or pH (see below). 

The finding of Mg  ̂at the four-fold axis could have several implications: (0 Mg  ̂is 

blocking an additional central glycerol conducting pathway; (ii) Mg  ̂ions in the central 

pore stabilize the tetrameric structure of GIpF (Borgnia and Agre, 2001); or (iii) the four
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fold axis is an ion conducting pathway but is not permeable in this confomiation of 

GIpF. 

Despite the different penneabilities of GIpF (glycerol) and AQP1 (water) as well 

as their organism of origin, £ coli (GIpF) and human (AQP1), both have striking 

similarities in composition (tetrameric) and pore sizes. Therefore, it is likely that BIB also 

has similar properties. Several questions remain unanswered; (i) What is the 

mechanism of water permeation through aquaporins? (ii) How do both water and 

glycerol pemieate aquaglyceroporins? (iii) Where is the ion pore? (iv) What are the 

effects of gating mechanisms on structure? The answers to these questions are 

important for understanding the structural and functional relationships among MIP 

channels, but also for understanding how the regulation of channel activity might alter 

their structure or for insight into how BIB activity might be regulated. 

(2) Regulation of MIP function 

Regulation of channel activity for channels in the MIP family is accomplished 

through a variety of mechanisms; phosphorylation, pH, binding of cyclic-nucleotides and 

protein translocation. Phosphorylation regulates the function of many classes of ion 

channels (Levitan, 1994) and has a variety of effects on MIP channels. The a-TIP 

aquaporin found in plant seeds contains five consensus sites for phosphorylation (S7, 

S23, S99, SI 25 and S131) by protein kinase A (PKA). When expressed in X oocytes a-

TIP has an apparently constitutive water permeability. However, oocytes expressing a-

TIP mutants S7A, S23A and S99 exhibKed decreased water permeability (Maurel et ai., 

1995). In vitro kinase assays with oocyte plasma membrane fractions and the catalytic 

subunit of PKA showed that wikl-type a-TIP channels were phosphorylated. Channels 
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with mutated PKA consensus sites, serines 7,23 and 99 all mutated to alanine, were not 

phosphorylated. Mammalian aquaporins are also regulated by phosporylation. Protein 

kinase C (PKC) has inhibitory effects on AQP4 expressed in X. oocytes. 

Phannacological activators of PKC, PDBu (phort>ol 12,13-dibutyrate) and PMA (phorbol 

12-myristate 13-acetate) inhibited water permeability in a dose-dependent manner (Han 

et al., 1998). AQP4 from rat brain homogenates was phosphorylated by PKC in an in 

vitro kinase assay (Han et al., 1998). 

Water and ion pemieability are regulated through different mechanisms for 

AQPO. AQPO channels isolated from bovine tens are ion channels and have a single 

channel water penneability much less than that of other aquaporins (Chandy et al., 

1997; Yang and Verkman, 1997). AQPO channels reconstituted into lipkJ bilayers had 

two main ion conductance states in lOOmM KCI, 380 and 160pS; depolarized membrane 

potentials shifted AQPO to lower conductance states indicating a voltage dependent 

open probability (Ehring et al., 1990). Phosphorylation of AQPO by PKA resulted in a 

shift to a voltagenndependent state with no effect on single channel conductance (Ehring 

et al., 1991). Changes in pH and calcium concentration had no effect on ion channel 

properties (Ehring et al., 1990) but altered the water conduction properties (N6meth-

Cahalan and Hall, 2000). Decreasing extracellular caldum or lowering pH to <7.5 

caused an increase in water permeability. Histidine 40, located in the first extracellular 

loop, was determined to be the pH sensitive residue since oocytes expressing the AQPO 

mutants H40A, H40D and H40Kwere no longer sensitive to changes in pH or changes 

in extracellular cala'um (N^meth-Cahalan and Hall, 2000). The caldum effect is 

probably intracellular, since inhibitors of the caldum dependent protein, calmodulin, also 

increased water penneability. The regulation of both water and ion flux in AQPO have 
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important physiological consequences since AQPO is a major component of the lens 

(60% of the membrane protein content; Ndmeth-Cahalan and Hall, 2000) and mutations 

in AQPO cause cataract formation in mice (Shiels and Bassnett, 1996). 

Aquaporin-1 forms non-selective cation channels in X. oocytes (Yool et aL, 1996; 

Anthony et al., 2000). AQP1 ion channels are activated by cGMP binding and have 

large single channel conductance (ISOpS; Anthony et al., 2000). cGMP applied to 

excised patches induced a conductance in AQP1-expressing but not control oocytes. 

Specific binding of cGMP to membranes of Sf9 insect cells expressing AQP1 suggests 

that cGMP binds directly to AQP1 (Anthony et al., 2000). The carboxy tail of AQP1 has 

intriguing identity to binding regions in cyclic nucleotide-gated channels of retinal and 

olfactory cells (Anthony et al., 2000). Multiple regulators may affect AQP1 channels 

since an AQP1 cart>oxy tail fusion peptide is phosphorylated by PKA catalytic subunits in 

vitro (Yool et al., 1996) and AQP1 from rat kidney homogenates is also phosphorylated 

by PKA catalytic subunits (Han and Patil, 2000). Forskolin stimulation of oocytes 

expressing AQP1 causes an increase in water permeability (Yool et al., 1996; Patil et al., 

1997). 

AQP2 is translocated from intracellular vesicles to the apical plasma membrane 

of collecting duct cells in the inner medulla by the antidiuretic honnone arginine 

vasopressin (Sasaki et al., 1998). The trafficking of AQP2 requires the phosphorylation 

of S256 of AQP2 by PKA (Kuwahara et al., 1995; Fushimi et al., 1997) as well as an 

interaction between PKA and protein kinase A anchoring proteins (Klussmann et al., 

1999). Abnonnalities in AQP2 trafficking to the apical membrane result in nephrogenic 

diabetes insipidus (King and Agre, 1996). 
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In addition to regulation of aquaporins through post-translational mechanisms, 

levels of expression of aquaporins can be regulated transcriptionally. The 5'-

untranslated region of the AQP2 gene contains a cyclic-AMP response element (CRE) 

binding site as well as TATA and GATA boxes (Sasaki et al., 1998). AQP2 mRNA levels 

are increased following dehydration in rats (Sasaki et al., 1998). Growth factor 

stimulation induces transcription of two sets of genes in mouse fibroblast 3T3 cells; 

immediate^ariy response genes, activated within minutes after stimulation and delayed 

eariy response genes, activated after a few hours presumably by immediate eariy 

transcription factors (Lanahan et al., 1992). An mRNA with 94% identity to AQP1 was 

present by four hours after stimulation of 3T3 cells with fetal bovine senim, fibroblast 

growth factor and PDGF (Lanahan et al., 1992). Transcriptional regulation of aquaporins 

is also apparent during development and may provide insight into a vertebrate 

homologue of BIB. 

(3) Developmental expression of aquaporins 

Aquaporins 1 and 4 are abundantly expressed in the brain; AQP1 is localized in 

the choroki plexus and AQP4 is predominantly found in glial cells (Nielsen et al., 1997; 

Nagelhus et al., 1998). Two AQP4 proteins, differing by the length of the amino 

terminus, have been identified (here referred to as AQP4-1 and AQP4-2; Smith et al., 

1996; Zelenin et al., 2000). Reverse transcriptase-polymerase chain reaction analysis of 

adult and two-day old mice revealed differential expression of the two AQP4 isoforms. 

AQP4-1 mRNA was abundant in the brain and expressed as eariy as postnatal day 2 but 

was twice as abundant in adult (Zelenin et al., 2000). In contrast, low levels of AQP4-2 

mRNA were found in the brain at all ages. High levels were found in lungs at postnatal 
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day 2 but the expression decreased into adulthood (Zelenin et ai., 2000). A similar 

pattern was observed for AQP4-2 in the kidney (Zelenin et al., 2000). 

Wen and colleagues studied the expression pattems of AQP4 protein in rat 

cerebellum. Immunoblots of total protein isolated from cerebellum showed the 

expression of only one isofomn in one day old rats, and its expression increased from 

postnatal day 4 into adulthood (Wen et al., 1999). The second isoform was present 

beginning from postnatal day 14 and increased into adulthood. Immunofluorescence 

and immunogold labeling with antibodies to the common carboxy tail regions revealed a 

similar pattem of development. Thus, in the cerebellum, levels of AQP4 protein are 

present at low level by postnatal day 1 but increase into adulthood. AQP4 was not 

detected in neuronal cells at any of the developmental stages investigated but was seen 

in glial cell membranes, particularly those in contact with capillaries and pia (Wen et al., 

1999). AQP1, 2,3 and 5 were not detected in the cerebellum during these stages. The 

increase in AQP4 expression at or around postnatal day 7 coincides with increases in 

cellular numbers and decreases in the volume of the extracellular space in the brain 

suggesting that these processes may be functionally coupled (Wen et al., 1999). 

Expression of AQP4 isofonns occuned much eariier in the optic tectum, 

telencephalon and cerebellum of chicks (Nico et al., 2001). AQP4 mRNA and pnatein 

were present as early as embryonic day 9. Labeling was seen only in ependymal and 

astroglial cells and significant levels occunfed at embryonic day 14, later than the 

appearance of mRNA. This shift towards eariier expression in the chick (as compared to 

mice and rats) may reflect species differences in development since the chick brain is 

more developed at birth (Nico et al.. 2001). Similar to the findings of Wen and 

colleagues, AQP4 expression in the chick seemed to follow glial cell expression and 
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correlated with development of the blood-brain barrier. There may be functional 

interdependence of AQP4 expression and water movement in astroglial cells with 

decreases in extracellular volume in the brain (Nico et al., 2001). 

Aquaporins are developmentally regulated in other tissues, in addition to the 

brain. AQP2 is expressed as eariy as embryonic day 10 in the inner ear of the mouse, 

where maintenance of the endolymph composition is important for hearing and balance 

(Men/es et al.. 2000). In the kidney, where water and salt composition of the urine is 

maintained, many subtypes of aquaporins, including AQP1,2,3 and 4 are highly 

expressed but in general their expression is not apparent until the first week after birth 

(King and Agre, 1996; Horster, 2000). Of the aquaporins expressed in the lung, AQP1, 

3,4 and 5, only AQP1 is expressed in embryonic stages (King et al., 1997; Horster, 

2000). 

Although aquaporins are expressed in embryonic organ systems, to date no 

experiments have investigated their involvement in vertebrate neurogenesis. AQP4 is 

expressed in the brain and has high amount of identity with BIB but several features of 

the BIB protein are lacking in AQP4, notably the large carboxy tail with sites of potential 

regulatory interactions. 
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GENERAL HYPOTHESIS AND AIMS 

When BIB was cloned from Drosophila melanogastehn 1990, hydropathy 

analysis indicated six transmembrane domains, similar to AQPO (then called the Major 

Intrinsic Protein), GIpF and Nod26 (Rao et al., 1990). The MIP family signature 

sequence, two N-P-A (asparagines-proline-alanine) motifs in the first intracellular loop 

(Loop B) and third extracellular loop (LoopE) are also present (Rao et al., 1990). Figure 

1.13A shows the transmembrane topology of a BIB subunit. The percent sequence 

identity of BIB with other members of the MIP family is given in Figure 1.13B. BIB has 

19-38% overall sequence identity with AQPO, AQP1, AQP4 and Nodulin26. AQP4 has 

been suggested to be the mammalian homologue of BIB based on overall amino acid 

identity (Adams et al., 1992). The identity between BIB and MIP channels is most 

apparent in the transmembrane domains and the putative pore-lining regions. Loops B 

and E (Rgure 1.13B). Amino and carboxy tail domains have the most variability among 

MIP channels (Reizeret al., 1993), suggesting their importance as regulatory domains 

and BIB has the largest carboxy tail of all Known MIP channels (the carisoxy tail 

comprises amino acids 269-700). Based on the similarity of Big Brain with ion channels 

in the MIP family, I hypothesized that Big Brain is an ion channel. 

My first specific aim was to detennine the functional characteristics of Big Brain 

expressed in Xenopus oocytes. Based on similarities with mammalian aquaporins, I 

tested for water channel properties with osmotically induced swelling assays. Ion 

channel properties were tested with two-electrode voltage clamp and cell-attached patch 

clamp. In Chapter 21 describe experiments perfomfied to determine the ion channel 

properties and potential regulatory mechanisms. These studies led to the novel 

discovery that Big Brain is a voltage-independent monovalent cation channel. Big Brain 
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channels are phosphorylated on tyrosine residues and appear to be activated in 

response to endogenous signaling pathways involving tyrosine l<inases. 

The importance of Big Brain to neural development and its novel characterization 

as an ion channel led to my second specific aim which was to determine the effect of 

divalent cations such as magnesium, calcium and barium on whole-cell currents in Big 

Brain-expressing oocytes. Results presented in Chapter 3 demonstrate that calcium and 

barium block currents in Big Brain-expressing oocytes. Mutation of a conserved 

glutamate (E71) in the first transmembrane domain to aspartic add introduced block by 

Mg "̂̂  and showed that E71 is critical for BIB cationic channel properties and confirmed 

that BIB is an ion channel. 

My third specific aim was to explore the regulatory role of the cart)0xy tail of Big 

Brain. In Chapter 41 describe experiments designed to test the effect of truncation of 

the carboxy tail on cationic channel properties of Big Brain. Truncation of the carboxy 

tail resulted in decreased whole-cell cunents, and channels that were no longer tyrosine 

phosphorylated. 

Results presented in this dissertatton provide the first characterization of Big 

Brain as a cationic channel regulated by signaling pathways. These properties frt 

logically with established mechanisms of neuronal development that involve both 

transmembrane signaling pathways and changes in membrane potential. This woric has 

provkled a foundation from which the in vivo properties of Big Brain channels can be 

determined and is evkience for the diversify of function of channels in the MIP family. 
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Figure 1.1 Developmental timeline of Drosophlla embryos. Neuroblasts t>egin to 
form after three hours of development at approximately stage 8. Cell divisions that give 
rise to the CNS t>egin after this at approximately stage 11. PNS cell divisions (upper 
gray) begin midway through stage 10 at about 5 hours of development. Yellow, 
blastodenn fomiation; green, gastrulation; black, germ band elongation; gray, gemi band 
retraction. Adapted from Campos-Ortega and Jan, 1991. 
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Figure 1.2 NwrogmicnffionsofUnDrosophilaembryo. Lateral view of a stage 
11 embryo. Anterior is to the left and dorsal is up. Shaded regions indicate the ventral 
neurogenic (vNR) and procephalic neurogenic (pNR) regions which give rise to the 
central nervous system. Segments are indicated, G-gnathal, T-thoradc, and A-
abdominal. Adapted from Bossing et al., (1996). 
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Figure 1.3 N9umblasts aria» from the Murowtoderm. A schematic diagram of 
neural precursors in the CNS. Wild'type: A. clusters of cells within the neuroectoderm 
acquire neural potential through expression of proneural genes (red); B. one cell in each 
cluster is singled out to t)ecome the neuroblast (red) and inhibits the remaining cells of 
the cluster from acquiring the same fate through lateral inhibition (green); C. the resulting 
neuroblast (blue) delaminates dorsally from the ventral surface. The other cells of the 
cluster give rise to epidennoblasts. Proneural mutants: lack-of-function mutations in 
proneural genes result in lack of proneural cluster fomnation (A.) and a decrease in 
neuroblast formation (C.). Neurogenic mutants: lack-of-function mutations in 
neurogenic genes result in an excess number of neuroblasts (C.) due to the lack of 
inhibitory signaling within proneural clusters (B.). Adapted fiom ̂ tavanis•Tsakonas and 
Simpson, 1991. 
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Figure 1.4 DHf§nntlationofaMuroblast Each CNS neuroblast (NB) divides 
asymetricaliy to yield several ganglion mother cells (QMC; only one is shown for clarity) 
which each divide once asymmetrically to yield neurons or glia. Different colors signify 
unique cellular identity; adapted from Goodman and Spitzer(1979). 
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Figure 1.5 Pnmunl elusitr formation Is affected by anterior-posterior and 
dorsah¥entral patterning genes. The first phase of proneural dusters form In four 
columns along the anterior (left) to posterior axis and three rows (medial, m; 
intermediate, 1; lateral, I) along the dorsal (down) to ventral axis. Black indicates lethal of 
scute expression; green indicates achaete and scute expression; purple indicates 
expression lethal of scute, achaete and scute. Boxes enclose areas of altered proneural 
dusterformation or proneural gene expression as described in the text, fushitarazu 
(ftz); paired {prd), odd-skipped {odd) and Drosophila epldennal growth factor receptor 
(OER); adapted from Skeath et al., 1992. 
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Figure 1.6 Basic Notch signaling pathway. Detta(DI) and Notch (N) interaction at the 
cell surface results in translocation of Suppressor of Hairless (Su(H)) from the cytoplasm 
(where it binds to intracellular domains of N) to the nucleus and activation of genes of 
the Enhancer of Split (E(spl)) complex. Additional regulators of this process are not 
shown. Adapted from Artavanis-Tsakonas, 1995 and Artavanis-Tsakonas et al., 1999. 
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Figure 1.7 Membniw topology ofMIP chmiwls. MIP channels have six 
transmembrane domains (labeled 1-6). The conserved N-P-A motifs are shown in 
Loops B and E. The location of the lipid bilayer is indicated by a line showing the 
extracellular (out) and intracellular (in) locations. Intemal similarity is indicated with 
similar transmembrane domains in the same color in each half of the protein. 
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Figure 1.8 Seqmneo aUgnnnntofboviM AQPO, human AQPl, Droaophlla BIB 
and E. coll GlpF. Sequences were aligned using ClustalW multiple sequence alignment 
(vvww.clustalw.genome.ad.jp). Conserved NPA motifs are boxed. * indicates fully 
conserved residue,: indicates conservative substitution and. indicates less conservative 
substitution based on ClustalW conservation groups. Accension numbers; AQPO 
K02818; AQP1 M77829; BIB X53275; GlpF U13915. Amino acids 6-263 AQPO; 7-269 
AQP1; 60-332 BIB; 4-282 GlpF. Approximate locations of transmembrane domains are 
indicated by solid lines underneath the sequences (Rao et al., 1990). 
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Figura 1.9 77ie hourglass modtl. A. Transmembrane topology of AQP1 (as in Figure 
1.7) with sites of mutation which suggest that Loops B and E line the water pathway. N-
P-A motifs in Loops B and E are indicated. The locations of mutated residues are 
indicated; cysteines (orange), tyrosine 186 (black), alanine 73 (green). B. The hourglass 
model predicted by Jung et al., 1994. Each subunit was predicted to be a water channel 
with Loops B and E (each containing the conserved N-P-A motifs) forming a narrow 
constriction for water passage through the membrane. 
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Figure 1.10 H9Hcal packing arrangwnmt of AQP1 subunila. The position of 
a-helices in AQP1 was predicted by comparison of medium resolution crystallography 
data with the known orientation of helices in bacteriorhodopsin (de Groot et al., 2000). 
Internal similarity within AQPi is indicated by similariy shaded helices (as in Figure 1.7) 
with the exception of Loops B and E (green). 
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Figure 1.11 Tntrnmric asstmbty ofAQPI md GIpFnubunUa. Extracellular view of 
tetrameric AQP1 (A.; Murata et al., 2000) and GIpF channels (B.; Fu et al., 2000). 
Transmembrane domains 1-3 (gold), 4-6 (blue) and Loops B and E (green) are indicated 
for one subunit. The four-fold axis of symmetry is indicated by a yellow circle and the 
pseudo two-fold symmetry axis is indicated by a dashed white line for one subunit in 
both A. and B. The red space-filled molecules in B. represent glycerol molecules within 
each subunit Pictures were generated with RASMOL from structural coordinates of 
AQP1 (1FQY) and GIpF (1FX8) deposited in RCSB protein databank. 
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Figure 1.12 77w eenfrt/porv of 6/pF. A. GIpF tetramer, helices 2 (green) and 5 (red) 
from each GIpF subunit line the central pore. Generated from RASMOL from GIpF 
structural coordinates (RCSB protein databank, accession code 1FX8). B. Two 
magnesium ions (purple) were found coordinated with W42 and E43 of helix 2 in the 
central pore of GIpF (adapted from Fu et al., 2000). 
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AQPO AQP1 AQP4 Nod28 
TM1 39 23 21 22 
TM2 50 38 36 18 

BHE HHE 
TM3 54 54 58 25 
TM4 42 42 37 17 

18 14 18 5 
w—mi 

TM6 47 41 41 
^BIHI 

overall 38 32 32 19 

Figura 1.13 Sequence identity of BIB wUh members of the HUP fmrity: AQPO, 
AQP1, AQP4 end Nothilin 26. A. Predicted transmembrane topology of BIB with 
transmembrane domains (TM) and loops indicated. B. Percent sequence identity with 
BIB is shown in the table for each transmembrane domain and Loops B and E, the 
putative pore lining regions. Percent identity was obtained from sequence alignments of 
BIB (accension number X53275) with AQPO (K02818), AQP1 (M77829), AQP4 
(U63623) and Nodulin 26 0(04782) with ClustalW multiple sequence alignment 
(www.clustalw.genome.ad.jp). 

http://www.clustalw.genome.ad.jp
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CHAPTER 2. FUNCTIONAL CHARACTERISTICS OF BIB EXPRESSED IN 
XENOPUS OOCYTES 

2.1 INTRODUCTION 

Neurogenic genes separate neural precursors (neuroblasts) and epidennal 

precursors (epidermoblasts) from the Drosophila neuroectoderm through a process 

termed lateral inhibition (Greenspan, 1992). Loss-of-function mutations in these genes 

cause central and peripheral nervous system overgrowth (Lehmann et al., 1983; Brand 

and Campos-Ortega, 1988; Han et al., 1998a; Artavanis-Tsakonas et al., 1999). big 

brain (bib) is a neurogenic gene; however, the neurogenic phenotype induced by loss-of-

function mutations of biigr brain {bib) is less severe than that for other neurogenic genes 

(Lehmann et al., 1983; Goriely et al., 1991; Rao et al., 1992). The molecular 

contributions of the neurogenic genes Notch (a transmembrane receptor) and Delta (a 

transmembrane ligand for Notch) have been identified (Fehon et al., 1990; Artavanis-

Tsakonas et al., 1995). Suppressor of Hairiess and the Enhancer of split gene complex 

contribute to a signaling pathway, regulating the signal from Notch to the nucleus 

(Delidakis and Artavanis-Tsakonas, 1992; Fortini and Artavanis-Tsakonas, 1994; Bailey 

and Posakony, 1995; Kimble and Simpson, 1997; Lai et al., 2000). Although the bib 

gene product, BIB, is located on the plasma membrane and can interact functionally with 

Notch and Delta, its mechanism of action within the established signaling pathway for 

Notch is unclear (de la Concha et al., 1988; Doherty et al., 1997). Rao et al. (1990) 

suggested that BIB directly mediates intercellular communication in the neuroectoderm. 

The proposed membrane topology of BIB predicts six transmembrane domains 

with intracellular amino and cart>oxy termini (Rao et al., 1990). This stmcture is similar 

to members of the Major Intrinsic Protein (MIR) family that includes aquaporins. 
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mammalian channels for water as well as other solutes including ions (Ehring et a!., 

1990; Reizeret al., 1993; Yool et at., 1996; Tsukaguchi et al., 1998; Yasui et al., 1999). 

BIB has high amino acid sequence identity with aquaporins in transmembrane regions 

where it shows 38% overall identity with AQPO (Rao et al., 1990), and 32% identity with 

AQP4 (Adams etal., 1992). 

Despite the established involvement of bib in developmental pathways and its 

sequence identity to aquaporins, its function has previously remained unknown. We 

show here that the bib protein, BIB expressed in Xenopus oocytes functions as a 

regulated ion channel. Water and ionic permeability were investigated with osmotically 

induced swelling assays, two-electrode voltage clamp and cell-attached patch clamp 

recordings. Our results demonstrate that BIB is not appreciably permeant to osmotic 

water flux. Several lines of evidence support the idea that BIB does function as a 

kinase-regulated non-selective cation channel. Given the importance of tyrosine kinases 

in growth factor-mediated control of nervous system development (Pimentel et al., 1996; 

Skeath, 1998; Udolph et al., 1998; Chen et al., 1999), we suggest that the obsen^ed 

properties of BIB are consistent with a role in transmembrane voltage signaling as an 

essential eariy step in neurogenesis. 

2.2 MATERIALS AND METHODS 

(1) Molecular Techniques. DmsophUa big brain cONA was generously provided by Dr. 

Lily Jan (Rao et al., 1990). We subcloned the coding region of bib Into the plasmid 

pXpGev, a Xenopus expression vector. For subdoning, the coding region of bib was 

amplif»d by the polymerase chain reaction (PGR) with PWO polymerase (Boehringer-

Mannheim, Indianapolis, IN) using sense and antisense primers that introduced Bgl// 
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(Boehringer-Mannheim) restriction sites (underlined) into the 5' and 3'-untransiated 

regions of the bib cDNA: 

"sense": 5'̂ C AAA TCG AGA TCT GAG TCC GAC ATG-3* (bp 277-303) 

"antisense": 5'-ACC CCAGATCTG CCG CTT TCA GTT G6G-3' (bp 2421-2395) 

In order to visualize BIB channels by immunofluorescence microscopy an epitope 

tag consisting of nine amino acids (YPYDVPDYA) from the influenza hemagglutinin 

protein (HA) was inserted in the amino tenninus of BIB. Incorporation of the HA peptide 

sequence required two rounds of PCR. The sense primer for the first reaction contained 

the last seven codons of the HA epitope (underiined) followed by a region of overiap with 

the bib sequence: 

5'-TAC GAC GTG CCG GAC TAC GCT GCC GAC GAA AGT CTG-3' (bp 304-318). 

The antisense primer was the same as used for Z>/Z> subcloning (above). The sense 

primer for the second PCR reaction contained the remaining HA sequence funderiinedV 

the start codon {italics), and a Bgl// restriction site (bold): 

5'-TCG AGA TCT GAG TCC GAC ATG TAC CCG TAC GAC GTG CCG GAC-3' with 

the same antisense primer as above. The entire coding sequences of all constructs 

were sequenced to verify that no inadvertent mutations were introduced. 

Site directed mutagenesis was performed with Stratagene QuickChange site-

directed mutagenesis kit (Stratagene, La Jolla, ̂ ). Glutamate 71 was mutated to 

asparagine (E71N), using the following primer combinations (mutated base pairs 

underiined): 

sense: 5'-GGA GAT CCA TCA TCA GCA ACT GTC TGG CCT CC-3' (bp 494-525) 

antisense: 5'-GGA GGC CAG ACA GTI GCT GAT GAT GGA TCT CC-3' (bp 525-494) 
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Plasmid DMA was linearized with Spe/ in the polyiinker region and used to transcribe 

RNA in vitro with T3 RNA polymerase. Enzymes were purchased from Roche Molecular 

Biochemicals (Indianapolis, IN). 

(2) Oocyte preparation and injection. Stage V-VI oocytes from adult female Xenopus 

laevis were obtained and defolliculated as described by Anthony et al. (2000). Prepared 

oocytes were injected with SOnI of sterile water (control oocytes) or 50nl of sterile water 

containing bib cRNA (0.4ng/nl unless othenwise indicated) and were incubated for 2-5 

days at 18°C in ND96 culture medium (96mM NaCI, 2mM KCI, 1.8mM CaCb, 1mM 

MgCl2. 5mM Hepes, 2.5mM pyruvic add, 100U/ml penidllin, and 100^g/ml streptomycin, 

pH 7.6) to allow protein expression before recording. 

(3) Electrophysiological Recordings. Two-electrode voltage damp was used to 

investigate the macroscopic ion channel properties of BIB. Recordings were perfonned 

at room temperature with electrodes (0.5-3Mn) filled with 3M KCI. Data were recorded 

with a GeneClamp 500 (Axon Instruments, Foster City, CA), filtered at 2 kHz, digitized at 

50 to 2000 ^s and analyzed with pClamp software (Axon Instruments). Recording 

salines for two-electrode voltage damp contained (in mM): 100 NaCI, 2 KCI, 4.5 MgCb, 

5 Hepes, pH7.3. Reversal potentials were obtained fiiim a polynomial fit (second order) 

of the current-voltage relationship for each oocyte and used to calculate relative ionic 

penneability. Relative ionic permeability was calculated from the reversal potential (Er) 

with a simplifiM equation forbinonic conditions (Hille, 1992): 

Px/PK=(lKI,PIo)exp< '̂»"' 
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Where PX/PK is the relative permeability to the test ion X ,̂ Er is the reversal potential, 

[X]o is the concentration of the test ion in the extracellular saline and [K]f is the calculated 

internal IC concentration. The intemal IC concentration was estimated for each oocyte 

from the Nemst equation by the reversal potential in bath saline with lOOmM IC (intemal 

IC ranged from 110-133mM). H7, insulin, lavendustin A and staurosporine were 

purchased from Sigma Chemical Company (St. Louis, MO); cycloheximide was 

purchased from Calbiochem (La Jolla, CA). 

(4) Osmotically-induced swelling assay. Analysis of water penneability was perfomned 

as described in Rivers et al., 1997. Oocytes were placed in 50% hypotonic saline (1:1 

dilution of ND96 with deionized water) and swelling was monitored by videomicroscopy. 

Images were taken every 15 seconds with COHU CCD camera and analyzed with IPLab 

spectrum software. The relative volume was calculated from the two dimensional area 

of the oocyte as a function of time of exposure to hypotonic saline and was used to 

detennine the net osmotic water permeability. 

(5) Cellular fractionation. 2-3 days after RNA injection, oocyte plasma membranes were 

isolated by a method adapted from Geering et al., 1989. Briefly, fifteen oocytes per 

group were isolated in 500^1 lysis buffer (1% Triton X-100, lOmM Tris HCI, 50mM NaCI, 

50mM NaF, 1% aprotinin) supplemented with leupeptin (10(tg/ml), pepstatin A (10^g/ml), 

PMSF (lOmM) and sodium orthovanadate (2mM), and lysed by trituration. Cell lysates 

were incubated on ice approximately 10 minutes followed by centrifugation (400 x g) for 

10 minutes at 4°C to remove yolk granules. The supematant was removed to a dean 

tube and samples were centrifuged again (400 x g) for 10 minutes at 4°C to yield a yolk-
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depleted supernatant. A pellet enriched in plasma membranes was obtained following 

centrifugation of the supematant (12000 x g), 20 minutes, 4°C. Pellets were 

resuspended in 50 l̂ lysis buffer and used for immunoprecipitation or resuspended in 

25^1 Laemmli buffer (10% glycerol, 50mM Tris HCI, 2% SDS, 5% p-mercaptoethanol, 

0.02% bromophenol blue) and resolved by SDS-PAGE forwestem blotting. Leupeptin, 

pepstatin A, PMSF and sodium orthovanadate were purchased from Sigma Chemical 

Company (St. Louis, MO). 

(6) Immunoprecipitation and Western Blotting. Equivalent amounts of protein (20-30^g) 

were used for immunopredpitation. Sample volumes were increased to approximately 

1 ml with lysis buffer followed by addition of the primary antibody (0.5^g of rat anti-HA 

high affinity done 3F10, Boehringer-Mannheim, Indianapolis, IN or0.5^g PY11120 

antibody. Transduction Laboratories, Lexington, KY) and incubated overnight at 4°C with 

rotation. 0.5^g rabbit anti-rat IgG was added to samples immunoprecipitated with rat HA 

antibody, and incubated for one hour. 10 l̂ of a 1:1 sluny of protein A sepharose 

(Sigma) was added to all samples, then rotated for one hour at 4°C. Proteins were 

precipitated by brief centrifugation steps (12000xg, Imin) and washed twice with lysis 

buffer and once in buffer containing 0.1% Triton). Laemmli buffer was added to each 

sample. Proteins resolved by 8% SDS-PAGE were transferred to nitrocellulose (.45Mm; 

Bio-Rad, Hercules, CA) in transfer buffer (10% methanol, lOmM CAPS; 3-

(cydohexylamino)-l-propanesulfonic acid, Sigma) for one hour at lAmp. Non-specific 

binding sites were blocked with 1.5% (w/v) evaporated milk in T6ST (154mM NaCI, 

lOmM Tris-base, 0.2% Tween-20), and 0.01% thimerosal (for HA antibody) or with 3% 
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(w/v) bovine serum albumin in TBST and 0.01% thimerosal (for phospho-tyrosine and 

phospho-serine antibodies). After blocking, blots were exposed to primary antibodies: 

ratanti-HA antibody (clone 3F10, Roche, 50ng/ml), phospho-serine antibody, (clone 

PSR-45, Sigma, 1^g/ml) or phospho-tyrosine antibody, PY11120, Ifig/ml) for one hour 

at room temperature or overnight at 4°C followed by three 15-minute washes at room 

temperature in TBST. To visualize proteins recognized by primary antibodies blots were 

incubated with goat anti-rat (0.25^g/mi; Zymed Laboratories, San Frandsco, CA) or goat 

anti-mouse HRP-conjugated antibodies (0.3Mg/ml; Zymed) for 1 hour at room 

temperature followed by three 15-minute washes. Bands were visualized by enhanced 

chemNuminescence (Pierce, Rockford, IL). 

(T) ImmunofluorBscence labeling of intact oocytes. Intact oocytes on day 2 or 3 

following cRNA injection were fixed in 4% para-formaldehyde for 2-3 hours at 4*̂ , 

followed by brief rinses in 30mM SSC (300mM sodium chloride, 20mM sodium citrate) 

and lOOmM glydne. Oocytes were penneabilized for one hour in 30mM SSC containing 

0.1% Triton X-100, followed by ovemight incubation with rat anti-HA antibody 

(Boehringer-Mannheim, Indianapolis, IN) at 1:200 dilution (0.5^g/mi) in antibody dilution 

buffer (30mM SSC, 2% goat serum, 1% bovine serum albumin, 0.05% Triton X-100, 

0.02% sodium azide). Oocytes were washed in antibody wash buffer (30mM SSC, 

0.05% Triton X-100) for one hour and then incubated one hour with FITC-conjugated 

goat anti-rat antibody (1 ̂ g/ml in antibody dilution buffer). Oocytes were rinsed with 

antibody wash buffer for one hour, and imaged with a 10X objective (pinhole size 100) 

on a Leica TCS-4D laser scanning confocal microscope. 
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All data summaries are reported as mean + standard deviation. Statistical 

significance was tested with a two-tailed Student's t-test. p values <0.05 were 

considered to indicate significance. 

2.3 RESULTS 

BIB has amino acid sequence identity with aquaporins of the MIP family (Rao et 

al., 1990; Adams et al., 1992; Rezer et al., 1993). Therefore, we compared the water 

penneability of oocytes expressing HABIB with that of oocytes expressing aquaporin-1 

(AQP1), a well-characterized water channel (Preston et al., 1992). Figure 2.1 shows the 

results from a representative experiment that has been replicated in 4 batches of 

oocytes. By five minutes of exposure to 50% hypotonic saline, the relative volume of 

oocytes expressing AQP1 increased by an average of 12.5%, yielding a calculated water 

penneability factor (Pf) value of 26±13^m/s (n=5). In contrast, the relative volume of 

oocytes expressing HABIB did not increase and remained similar to control oocytes 

during five minutes in hypotonic saline or longer; Pf values were >1 j:5^m/s (n=4), and 

2+1 ̂ m/s (n=4) respectively. These data show that despite the sequence similarity 

between BIB and aquaporins, BIB is not a water channel under the conditions tested. 

Several members of the MIP family have ion channel activity (Ehring et al., 1990; 

Weaver et al., 1994; Yool et al., 1996; Yasui et al., 1999; Anthony et al., 2000). Two-

electrode voltage clamp was used to test for ionic conductance properties of BIB 

channels. Rgure 2.2 (A-E) shows the activation of channels in BIB-expressing oocytes 

measured as an increase in whole-cell conductance. We initially tested BIB-expressing 

oocytes by pladng them into recording saline, immediately inserting recording electrodes 

and assessing the response Cif any) to a series of voltage steps from -<^0 to -90mV firom 
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a holding potential of •40mV. BIB^xpressing and control oocytes consistently showed 

no appreciable conductance immediately after electrode insertion (Figure 2.2Aa and d). 

However, we noticed during sustained recordings that BIB-expressing oocytes showed 

an increase in cunrent t>eginning approximately 5 minutes after the initial electrode 

insertion; this response was absent from control oocytes. The current-voltage 

relationship of the activated current was linear (-t-eo to -90mV; Figure 2.2Ae) in contrast 

to a lack of response in control oocytes (Figure 2.2Ab). The net responses (Figure 

2.2AC and f) were obtained by subtracting the set of initial traces from the final. 

Figure 2.2B shows the time-dependent spontaneous activation of channels 

triggered by electrode penetrations of BIB-expressing oocytes. The current response 

was monitored with repeated steps to -••40mV (800ms duration) every five seconds from 

a holding potential of-40mV. in oocytes expressing BIB channels, the current began to 

activate approximately five minutes after electrode insertion, and reached a plateau 

between 30-40 minutes after electrode insertion (Figure 2.2B). In contrast, control 

oocytes did not display any comparable increase in current over equal durations or 

longer. The rate of activation (Figure 2.2C) was calculated from a linear ftt of current 

plotted as a function of time, for the interval between 5 and 13 minutes. Control oocytes 

had a significantly lower rate of change in membrane conductance (8±12nA/min, 

p<0.05) than did BIB-expressing oocytes (30±25nA/min). Spontaneous activation in 

BIB-expressing oocytes was not affected by holding potential or voltage steps. Tests of 

different voltage steps (-40,0, -i-eo, -i-SO mV) indicated no apparent effect of voltage on 

the rate or magnitude of channel activation (data not shown). Simply placing oocytes 

into recording saline for equivalent time periods did not elicit a current response. 
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indicating that spontaneous activation was initiated by the pricking effect of electrode 

insertion. Possible activation mechanisms are addressed further in Figures 2.5 and 2.6. 

Averaged current-voltage relationships measured for control and BIB-expressing 

oocytes are shown in Figure 2.2D. The linear relationship shows a voltage-independent 

conductance, with a reversal potential consistent with a non-selective cationic 

conductance (see Figure 2.3 below). The box plot (Figure 2.2E) summarizes the net 

conductance at 30 minutes after electrode insertion for control and BIB-expressing 

oocytes, calculated from linearfits of the net cunrent-voltage relationship for each oocyte. 

Control oocytes had a mean net conductance of 1+4nA/mV (n=10). Wild type BIB-

expressing oocytes had a mean net conductance of 17+11nA/mV (p<0.0001, n=19) that 

was significantly greater than that of control oocytes. 

In order to visualize BIB channels with immunofluorescence and western blots, 

we inserted an HA epitope (see Methods for details) into the amino tenninus of BIB 

(HABIB) and tested the effect of epitope insertion on BIB channel properties. 

Representative current traces shown in F^ure 2.2A show the effects of BIB and HABIB 

expression are indistinguishable in general properties. HABIB-expressing oocytes 

(Figure 2.2C) were not significantly different from oocytes expressing wild-type BIB in 

the rate of activation (30±25nA/min, n-22 and 42i42nA/min, n=19 respectively), or in 

net conductance (Figure 2.2E). These results showed that insertion of the HA epitope 

did not affect the activation of ionic conductance or current-voltage relationship of the 

response. 

The current in BIB-expressing oocytes showed non-selective monovalent cation 

penneability (Rgure 2.3), analyzed by iso-osmotic substitution of NaCI in the bath 

recording saline. Rgure 2.3A shows cunent-voltage relationships for HABIB-expressing 
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oocytes in various salines. Figure 2.3B summarizes the reversal potentials measured 

for individual oocytes in each bath saline. Substitution of lOOmM NaCI with equimolar 

KCI resulted in a significant depolarizing shift of the reversal potential from -14+3mV 

(NaCI, n=8) to ^Hr2mV (KCI, n=9, p<0.001). Substitution of NaCI with lOOmM 

tetraethylammonium chloride (TEACI, n=7) significantly shifted the reversal potential to 

-32j:2mV (n=7, p<0.001). Partial substitution of NaCI with 60mM sodium gluconate had 

no significant effect on reversal potential (-11+5mV, n=11) indicating no appredable 

anionic permeability. Relative ionic permeability was calculated as described (see 

Methods) from the reversal potential and resulted in the following selectivity sequence: 

PK/PK (1.0) > PNa/PK (0.71)» PTEA/PK (0.32). 

Figure 2.4 shows that the expression of non-functional mutant HABIB channel 

protein in plasma membrane does not induce an increased membrane conductance in 

oocytes. The box plot data (Figure 2.4A) summarize the responses of control oocytes, 

oocytes expressing HABIB wild type, and HABIB E71N mutant channels. The mutation 

of glutamate at position 71 in BIB to asparagine (E71N) was one of a series of glutamate 

substitutions used to investigate putative cation binding sites (see Chapter 3). E71N 

abolished the ionic conductance assodated with BIB channels (6+5 nA/mV, n=17) as 

compared with wild type HABIB (47±31nA/mV, n-13, p<0.001) but did not prevent 

traffiddng to plasma membrane. Figure 2.4B shows the net current-voltage relationships 

measured in oocytes expressing HABIB wild type (n=13), HABIB E71N (n=:17) and in 

control oocytes {n~7). The cunent-voltage relationship of oocytes expressing E71N 

channels was not different firom that of control oocytes. Rgure 2.4C shows 

representative responses for current activatfon as a function of time in oocytes 

expressing HABIB wild type, HABIB E71N, and a control oocyte. Only the HABIB-
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expressing oocytes showed development of current by spontaneous activation. Control 

oocytes and HABIB E71 N-expressing oocytes showed no channel activation. The 

absence of a conductance response in HABIB E71 N-expressing oocytes shows the BIB-

associated current is not an indirect consequence of heterologous protein expression in 

oocytes. 

Immunofluorescent microscopy of intact oocytes was used to confimn the 

expression of HABIB E71N channels in the oocyte plasma membrane (Figure 2.4D). 

Oocytes were labeled with a rat anti-HA antibody and a FITC-conjugated goat anti-rat 

secondary antibody. Images are shown in reverse field so that positive labeling is 

visualized as black staining. Control oocytes show no labeling. Both HABIB-expressing 

oocytes and HABIB E71 N-expressing oocytes had intense labeling on the plasma 

membrane indicating that although E71N channels are not functional they are 

successfully translated, transported and expressed on the plasma membrane of the 

oocyte. Absence of labeling in control oocytes showed that the signal detected by the 

antibody is specific for epitope-tagged HABIB wild type and HABIB E71N channels. 

Figures 2.2-2.4 established that the cun«nts activated in BIB-expressing oocytes 

have monovalent cationic selectivity that is not a consequence of heterologous protein 

expression but is attributable to BIB channels in the plasma membrane. We next sought 

to investigate possible mechanisms of current activation in BIB-expressing oocytes. 

Since neither voltage nor exposure to recording saline induced spontaneous activities, 

we hypothesized that insertion of recording electrodes was activating a signaling 

pathway. A simple leak current was ruled out by the observation that control oocytes 

had no response (F^ure 2.2). Oocytes are known to be induced to progress through the 

cell cycle artifidally by pricking (Wolf, 1974; Kubota et al., 1987; Wangh, 1989), or 
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fertilization, processes which involve kinasenmediated pathways (Sato et al., 1998; 

Glahn et al., 1999; Sato et al., 1999). MIP family channels are targets of kinase-

mediated ceil signaling (Ehring et al., 1991, Maurel et al., 1995, Fushimi et al., 1997, 

Han et al., 1998b, Han and Patil, 2000). BIB contains consensus sites for 

phosphorylation (Bunis etal., 1998; and discussed in depth in Chapter 4). Therefore, 

we tested whether BIB was a target of endogenous signaling pathways present in the 

oocyte by pretreating oocytes with pharmacological agents that modify serine/threonine 

and tyrosine kinase pathways. The results of these experiments are shown in Figure 2.5 

and 2.6. 

Figure 2.5 shows traces of HABIB-expressing and control oocytes after exposure 

to pharmacological agents that modify kinase-mediated signaling pathways and protein 

synthesis in oocytes. Insulin activates endogenous insulin receptor tyrosine kinases 

(Scavo et al., 1991); lavendustin A inhibits tyrosine kinases (O'Dell et al., 1991; 

Lawrence and Niu, 1998); H7 inhibits cAMP and cGMP dependent protein kinases 

(Hidaka et al., 1984); staurosporine inhibits protein kinase C (Kim et al., 2000; Volk et 

al., 2000); sodium orthovanadate inhibits protein tyrosine phosphatases (Molokanova et 

al., 1997); and cycloheximide inhibits protein synthesis (Gotoh etal., 1995). The initial 

traces represent the current responses immediately after electrode insertion and the net 

response shows the current activated after 30 minutes of recording. Net conductance 

values were calculated from linear fits of the net response current-voltage relationships. 

Rgure 2.6 summarizes the net whole cell conductance responses compiled for 

the same treatment conditions illusUated in Rgure 2.5. Oocytes were pretreated with 

1 staurosporine for 1 hour (Kim et al., 2000; Volk et al., 2000) or in 10^M H7 for 1-4 

hours, or were maintained in parallel wiUiout staurosporine or H7. Pretreatment with 
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staurosporine had no effect on the net conductance response of BIB-expressing oocytes 

(Figure 2.6A). A similar lack of effect was seen with incubation times up to 5 hours. 

Similarly, pretreatment with H7 had no effect on the net conductance response of 

HABIB-expressing oocytes (Figure 2.6A). No significant differences were observed 

when compared to the net conductance of untreated HABIB-expressing oocytes. 

In contrast, pretreatment with insulin (20^M, 1 hour) had a significant inhibitory 

effect on current activation in HABIB-expressing oocytes (Figure 2.6B). The net whole 

cell conductance after insulin (3+5nA/mV, n=14) remained at less than 15% of that seen 

for untreated HABIB-expressing oocytes (24±10nA/mV, n=17, p<0.001). The effect of 

insulin was not due indirectly to block of native oocyte currents. On the contrary, 

pretreatment with insulin activated a small conductance in HABIB-expressing oocytes 

that was also evident for control oocytes and thus attributed to endogenous oocyte 

channels. The insulinnnduced native current showed an outwardly rectifying current-

voKage relationship, with a reversal potential of -ig+^mV (n=16); both features 

distinguished it from the HABIB-related conductance which had an approximately linear 

current-voltage relationship and a reversal potential of -13i4mV(n=17, p<0.001). Insulin 

effectively suppressed the current in HABIB-expressing oocytes to the level of control 

oocytes. The effect of insulin was dose dependent (Figure 2.6C). Pre-treatment of 

HABIB-expressing oocytes with 10^M insulin also significantly decreased the net whole-

cell conductance 40% (10+4nA/mV, n=6, p<0.05), while pre-treatment with 2^M insulin 

had no significant effect compared to untreated HABIB-expressing oocytes 

(27+12nA/mV, n=5). 

Lavendustin A is a membrane permeable tyrosine kinase inhibitor that is effective 

in oocytes (Molokanova et al., 1997). Pretreatment for one hour with IOMM lavendustin 
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A significantly increased the net conductance of HABIB-expressing oocytes by 

approximately 85% (27i15nA/mV, n l̂S) as compared with untreated HABIB-expressing 

oocytes (IS+ISnA/mV, n=21, p<0.05), but had no appreciable effect on control oocytes 

(Figure 2.6D). Thus, the endogenous signaling pathway triggered by electrode insertion 

appears to involve tyrosine phosphorylation or dephosphorylation, consistent with 

studies of prick and spenn activation in oocytes (Sato et al., 1998; Glahn et al., 1999) 

However, pre-treatment of lOO^M sodium orthovanadate, a protein tyrosine 

phosphatase inhibitor (Molokanova et al., 1997), had no effect on BIB whole cell 

conductance (19-t-l InA/mV, n=13 compared to untreated BIB, 20-«-15nA/mV, n=20; 

Figure 2.6E). This lack of effect is likely to be due to the inability of sodium 

orthovanadate to cross the oocyte plasma membrane (Molokanova et al., 1997). 

To confirm that the conductance of BIB-expressing oocytes was the result of 

kinase-mediated signaling pathways and not a result of new protein synthesis we tested 

the effect of cycloheximide, a membrane permeable inhibitor of protein synthesis in 

Xenopus oocytes (Gotoh et al., 1995). Not surprisingly, pre-treatment of oocytes with 

15^g/ml cycloheximkJe for 30 minutes before injection of HABIB cRNA prevented the 

conductance response nomnally seen at two days after cRNA injection showing that the 

cycloheximkle was active. However, pre-treatment with 1S^g/ml cycloheximkle for 30 

minutes before voltage-clamp experiments had no effect on the conductance of BIB-

expressing oocytes (Figure 2.6F). Therefore, new protein synthesis after electrode 

insertion is not the mechanism for spontaneous activation of currents in BIB-expressing 

oocytes. 

Rgure 2.7 demonstrates that BIB is a substrate for tyrosine kinase 

phosphorylation. Proteins from control and HABIB-expressing oocytes were 
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immunoprecipitated with rat-anti-HA antit)ody. After resolution by SDS-PAGE, proteins 

were transferred to nitrocellulose and probed with the rat-anti-HA antibody (top panel, to 

visualize BIB channels), anti-phosphotyrosine antibody (middle panel) or anti-

phosphoserine antibody (bottom panel). As seen in the top panel, BIB channels are 

identified at the expected size of 80kD; whereas no proteins were visualized with HA 

antibody for proteins isolated from control oocytes. After stripping the blot and reprobing 

with anti-phosphotyrosine antibody a band at approximately 80kD (middle panel, ant)w) 

was visualized in protein preparations from HABIB-expressing oocytes but was absent 

from control oocytes. A second band visualized with the phosphotyrosine antibody from 

HABIB-expressing oocytes was also seen in control oocytes and is likely to be due to 

non-specific interactions. No bands were visualized at approximately 80kD for HABIB-

expressing or control oocytes after probing with the anti-phosphoserine antibody (lower 

panel). 

In order to confirm the tyrosine phosphorylation of HABIB channels we repeated 

these experiments by immunopredpitating proteins from control (lanes 1 and 3) or 

HABIB-expressing oocytes (lanes 2 and 4) with either the anti-HA antibody or the 

phosphotyrosine antibody. A representative blot is shown in Figure 2.7B. After 

resolution by SDS-PAGE and transfer to nitrocellulose, proteins were visualized with the 

HA antibody. A band corresponding to approximately SOkD (the predicted size of HABIB 

channels; arrow) is seen only from HABIB-expressing oocytes after immunopredpitation 

with the HA and the phosphotyrosine antibody. No bands resolved at this size for 

protein from control oocytes. BIB channels are specifically phosphorylated at tyrosine 

residues. Possible sites of tyrosine phosphorylation are described in Chapter 4. 
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Figure 2.8 shows data from a cell-attached patch from a wild type HABIB-

expresslng oocyte. Single channel data were obtained after HABIB channel activation, 

as monitored with two-electrode voltage clamp (see Figure 2.2). Unitary channel 

conductance was obtained from a linear fit of the single channel current-voltage 

relationship. Figure 2.8A shows the current amplitudes at different voltages for data 

obtained from the three patches used to calculate unitary channel conductance. The 

current amplitudes at each voltage were obtained from Gaussian fits of amplitude 

histograms generated with pClamp Fetchan software. Wild type HABIB channels 

showed a single channel slope conductance of 300j:30pS (mean±S.D., n=3 patches 

from 3 different oocytes). The mean reversal potential was 2±8mV, in agreement with 

the value measured by two-electrode voltage clamp in KCI bath saline. Only patches in 

which data were obtained at more than one voltage were used for unitary slope 

conductance calculations. The overall frequency of channel openings was low in 

patches with active channels, estimated at <5% open time during the duration of the 

recording. However, a modal shift to high probability of opening was obsen/ed 

intennittently, as illustrated in Figure 2.8 that allowed measurement of unitary 

conductance and mean open time. In oocytes injected with 180ng of HABIB cRNA, 4 of 

19 patches (from 9 different oocytes) contained the unique large conductance channels. 

In oocytes injected with 20ng of HABIB cRNA, 1 of 48 patches (from 24 oocytes) 

contained large conductance channels. Figure 2.8B shows sixteen consecutive traces of 

channel activity at a membrane potential of ->-40mV (pipette command potential 

multiplied by -1). The open (O) and closed (C) amplitudes of a single channel are 

indicated. At +40mV, open state dwell time histograms were best fit by double 

exponential, with fast and slowtau values of 15ms and 1722ms, respectively. Control 
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oocytes did not express these unique high conductance channels either before or after 

the two-electrode voltage clamp recordings (n=7). The channel events are uniquely 

associated with the expression of HABIB and the frequency of detection of active 

channels corelates with the amount of HABIB cRNA injected. 

2.4 DISCUSSION 

The results presented in this chapter demonstrate that Xenopus oocytes 

expressing Dmsophila BIB acquire a non-selective cation channel function. Channel 

activation is regulated by a mechanism involving endogenous signaling pathways and 

tyrosine phosphorylation but not serine/threonine phosphorylation. BIB is shown by 

western blot analysis to be a target for tyrosine phosphorylation, supporting the 

conclusion that the ionic conductance is mediated directly by the BIB protein. 

Four lines of evidence demonstrate that the current we have observed in BIB-

expressing oocytes is mediated by BIB channels and not by unidentified oocyte 

channels: (1) the lack of a conductance response from control oocytes; (2) mutation of 

glutamate at position 71 to asparagine (E71N) resulted in non-functional channels that 

were expressed on the plasma membrane, but did not recruit any ionic conductance 

response; (3) mechanisms of activation differ for the ionic conductance responses 

mediated by various channels in the MIP family, including AQP1 (activated by cGMP), 

AQP6 (activated by acidic pH) and BIB (regulated by tyrosine phosphorylation) when 

expressed in oocytes (Yasui et aL, 1999; Anthony et al., 2000; and data presented here). 

(4) In addition, results from cell-attached patch clamp experiments of BIB-expressing 

oocytes revealed a large, novel single channel conductance (300±30pS, mean+SD). 

Large single channel conductances and long open times have been observed in other 
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MIP family ion channels: 145pS for AQP1 (Anthony et al, 2000), 380pS for AQPO 

(Ehring et al., 1990). 

Although the nature of the regulation of BIB during neurogenesis in Drosophila is 

not known, we have shown that BIB protein is a target of tyrosine phosphorylation, and 

that the conductance associated with BIB expression is enhanced by lavendustin A, a 

tyrosine kinase inhibitor, and decreased by insulin, which acts on endogenously 

expressed insulin receptor tyrosine kinases (Scavo et al., 1991). We suggest that 

signals promoting dephosphorylation enhance BIB ion channel activation. 

Serine/threonine kinase pathways do not appear to be involved based on the lack of 

effects of H7 and staurosporine. 

Tyrosine kinases and serine/threonine kinases are important for neuronal 

development in DrosopMa (see for example Skeath, 1998; Ruel et al., 1993). The EGF 

receptor tyrosine kinase is important for detemnining neuroblast dusters along the 

dorsal-ventral axis of Drosophila embryos (Udolph et al., 1998; Skeath, 1998). 

Drosophila embryos carrying mutations in the insulin receptor were viable only when 

some kinase activity of the insulin receptor was presen/ed; lethality was obsen/ed in 

embryos that completely lacked insulin receptor tyrosine kinase activity (Chen et al., 

1999). Interestingly, insulin receptor (/nr) mutant embryos lacked populations of both 

neurons and glia that suggested a further role of /nrin neurogenesis (Femandez et al., 

1995). Further experiments are needed to determine the importance of the putative ion 

channel function of BIB in Drosophila neuronal development and the Notch signaling 

pathway. 

The data presented in this chapter support the hypothesis that BIB forms a non

selective cation channel when expressed in Xenopus oocytes. Our novel finding that the 
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BIB-assodated conductance is regulated by a mechanism involving tyrosine idnase 

pathways frts logically with the role of BIB in neurogenesis, a process that is governed by 

signaling pathways involving growth factors and other transmembrane receptor signaling 

through the Notch receptor (see chapter 1). Future experiments to investigate the native 

regulation of BIB during neurogenesis, the relationship between ion channel activity and 

the Notch signaling pathway and of the functional domains of the BIB protein should 

provide more clues to the unique involvement of bib in neurogenesis, and further 

evidence of the diversity of function in the MIP family of channels. 
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Figure 2.1 BIBisnotawatvpenneablechamnl. Osmotic water permeability was 
analyzed with a swelling assay (see Methods). Oocytes expressing Aquaporin-1 
(circles, n=5), or HABIB (squares, n=4) and control oocytes (triangles, n=4) were 
exposed to hypotonic saline at time zero and the relative volume change with time was 
measured from the videonmaged cross sectional area. Data are meaniS.D. from a 
representative experiment; 0=4-5 oocytes per group. 
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Figure 2.2 Ion channel acthrtty In BIB-̂ na^ng oocytes. See next page for 
details. 
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Figure 2.2 Ion chmtwl activity in BIB mpnssing oocytes. A. Representative 
traces from control (a, b, c), BIB- (d, e, f) and HABIB-expressing (g, h, i) oocytes. 
Traces show the current evoked by stepping to a series of voltages from i-60mV to 
-90mV in lOmV increments from the holding potential of -40mV. The "initial" current 
response was obtained before channel activation (a, d, g). The "activated" current 
response (b, e, h) was obtained after BIB and HABIB channels were activated by 
endogenous signaling pathways as in C. The net cunent response (c, f, i) was obtained 
by subtracting the set of initial traces from the final. Scale bars represent 2MA and 
200ms. B. Time dependent current activation in contiDi, BIB- and HABIB-expressing 
oocytes. Data points show the cunrent at •••40mV in response to repeated steps to 
•i-40mV (800ms duration) every 5 seconds from the holding potential of -40mV. For 
clarity data points are shown at 5-minute intervals. C. The rate of activation was 
calculated in the approximately linear range between 5 and 13 minutes from the slope of 
a linear fit of the current plotted as a function of time. * indicates that the rate of 
activation (nA/min) calculated for control oocytes (8±12nA/min, n=10. p<0.05) was 
significantiy less than Uiat of BIB-expressing (30±24nA/min, nsi9) and HABIB-
expressing oocytes (42i42nA/min), n-22). Rates of activation for BIB and HABIB-
expressing oocytes were not significantly different. D. The net current-voltage 
relationship of control (triangles, n=10), BIB (circles, n=19) and HABIB expressing 
oocytes (squares, n-22). E. Box plot showing the net conductances of control, BIB-
expressing and HABIB-expressing oocytes. The boxes enclose 50% of the data points; 
bars show the maximum and minimum data points and the horizontal bar represents the 
median data value. Numbers of oocytes (n) are indicated below each column. 
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Figure 2.3 BIB channels show noihanlectlvemonovMlwit cation MlecUvity. A. 
Ionic selectivity was detennined from the reversal potential of the current-voltage 
relationship of HABIB expressing oocytes with iso-osmotic substitution of lOOnfiM NaCI 
In bath saline with lOOmM KCI (squares, n )̂, lOOmM TEACI (drdes, n=7), or60mM 
Na-gluconate -MOmM NaCI (triangles, n=9). Currents (l/lo) were standardized to the 
outward cunrent at +60mV. B. Calculated reversal potentials of BIB whole cell cunents 
in bath salines containing NaCI, Na-gluconate (Na-gluc), TEACI and KCI, showing a 
selectivity sequence K^>Na*>TEA\ 
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whhout prwmtlng mmibnne localbaUon of the Iwtmologously axpnssed 
channel In oocytes. See next page for details. 
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Figure 2.4 Mutation of HABIB (E71N) abolish  ̂tfie ionic concfuetonce nsponso 
whhout prwonting memttnno loeallxation of 0ie hatarologously axpnssed 
channal in oocytas. A. The net conductance responses of control oocytes, or oocytes 
expressing HABIB wild type or E71N mutant channels are summarized as box plots. 
Net conductance values were obtained from the linear fits of the net current-voltage 
relationships. ** indicates that E71N-expressing oocytes had significantly reduced net 
conductance compared to HABIB-expressing oocytes (p<0.01) but not different than that 
of control oocytes. 8. Mean net current-voltage relationships for wild type HABIB-
expressing (squares, n=13), HABIB E71N-expressing (drcles, n=17) and control oocytes 
(triangles, n-7y Data are meaniS.D. C. Activation of ionic current as a function of 
recording time in an oocyte expressing wild type HABIB (squares, n=13), but not in 
HABIB E71N-expressing (drcles, n=17) and control ooc^es (triangles, n=7). Data 
represent the current amplitude at •i-40mV evoked by repeated steps (800ms duration) 
every five seconds from a holding potential of -40mV and are shown at one-minute 
Intervals for darity. (Inset) Panels a-c show corresponding cunient traces, evoked by 
repeated steps to +40mV and shown at approximately four-minute intervals for an 
HABIB-expressing (a), control oocyte (b) and E71N expressing oocyte (c). D. Panels a-
c show confocal images of a control oocyte (a), and oocytes expressing HABIB (b) or 
E71N (c), all labeled with a rat anti-HA antibody (Roche) and visualized by a fluorescein 
isothiocyanate-conjugated secondary antibody, with confocal microscopy. Images are 
shown as reverse fekl negatives for clarity. 
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Figure 2.5 Regulators ofMnase pathways differentially modulate the Ionic 
conductance produced by ̂ ectrode Insertion and endogenous signaling In BIB-
aqmssing oocytes. See next page for details. 
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Figure 2.5 f̂ ulaton of kinase pa îwaya-tHtHenntlally modulatn tin Ionic 
Gondudance produced by aleelrode Inaortlon and endogenous signaling in BIB-
expressing oocytes. Representative current traces from HABIB-expressing oocytes 
evoked by stepping to voltages from -̂ eOmV to -90mV in 10mV increments from a 
holding potential of -40mV, except for m and n which were evoked with steps from -t-BO 
to -70. Scale bars are 2.5MA and 200ms. Traces represent the initial current responses 
imnfiediately following electrode insertion, (a,c,e,g,i,k,m,o,q) and the net response at 30 
minutes after channel activation (b,d,f,h,j,l,n,p). Initial and net responses are shown for 
HABIB^xpressing oocytes: (a,b) under standard conditions without pharmacological 
agents; (c,d) after one hour prenncubation in 10^M lavendustin A; (e,f) after one hour 
prenncubation with 20^M insulin; (g.h) after one hour pre-treatment with 1MM 
staurosporine; (i,j) after two hour pre-incubation with 10^M H7; (k,l) after one hour pre
incubation with 100^M sodium orthovanadate; (m.n) after 30 minute prenncubation with 
ISng/ml cydoheximide. Initial and net responses are shown for a control oocyte; (o,p) 
under standard conditions; and initial response is shown in (q) after one hour pre
incubation with 20^M insulin. 
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Figure 2.6 Summary ofMhnntlal mocftf/affon ofkinaae pathways on Hn Ionic 
eonductanea produced by electrode Inaartlon and onctogonous signaling In BIB-
expressing oocytes. A. Box plots summarize the effects of pre-incubation of I-1ABIB-
expressing oocytes with 1^M staurosporine (Stauro) or 10^M H7 (H7) on the net 
conductance of HABIB-expressing and untreated control oocytes. The boxes enclose 
50% of the data points; vertical bars show the maximum and minimum data points and 
the horizontal bar represents the median value. Data values also are given as 
meaniS.O. (n) below each column. No significant differences were observed for treated 
and untreated HABIB-expressing oocytes. 8. Box plots show the effect of pre
incubation of HABIB-expressing oocytes with 20MM insulin (HABIB+I) for one hour. 
Asterisks indicate insulin treated HABIB-expressing oocytes had significantly reduced 
net conductance response compared with untreated HABIB-expressing oocytes (p<0.01) 
or that control oocytes treated with 20^M insulin have increased net conductance 
compared to untreated controls (p<0.01) reflecting insulin activation of endogenous 
channels (described in text). C. Bar graph showing the dose-dependent effect of insulin 
pre-treatment (2pM, IOMM and 20MM) on the net conductance of HABIB-expressing 
oocytes. Bar height indicates mean; error bars indicate standard deviation. Asterisks 
indicate HABIB-expressing oocytes treated with 10 or 20^M insulin had net conductance 
significantly reduced compared to untreated HABIB-expressing or those treated with 
2MM insulin (*, p<0.05 and p<0.01 respectively). D. Box plot summary of the 
responses of control and HABIB-expressing ooo^es to one hour pre-treatment with 
10^M lavendustin A (-i-LavA). Asterisk indicates the net conductance of HABIB-
expressing oocytes pre-incubated with 10^M Lavendustin A was significantly increased 
compared to untreated HABIB-expressing oocytes (p<0.05). E. Box plots show the 
effect of prenncubation of 100^M sodium orthovanadate (NasVOO for one hour. No 
significant differences were observed between treated and untreated HABIB-expressing 
oocytes. F. Bar graphs show the effect of pre-incubation of 15^g/ml cycloheximide for 
30 minutes before voltage-clamp experiments (black bars) or before cRNA injection 
(hatched bar). The net conductance of HABIB-expressing oocytes incubated for 30 
minutes with 15^g/ml cycloheximide before voltage-clamp experiments (black filled bar) 
was not significantly different than untreated HABIB-expressing oocytes (open bar). 
Pre-incubation of oocytes with 15^g/ml cycloheximkie before cRNA injection reduced net 
conductance of oocytes injected with HABIB cRNA but the difference was not significant 
compared to untreated HABIB-expressing oocytes. 
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Figure 2.7 BIB chanMis an pimsphorylatad on tyroslm naidues. Solid bars 
represent the position of the 75kO molecular weight marker. Arrows show the location of 
BIB channels at the expected size of approximately 80kD. A. Oocyte plasma 
membrane fractions from HABIB-expressing oocytes (lane 1) or control oocytes (lane 3) 
were immunoprecipitated (IP) with anti-HA antibody. Proteins immunopredpitated with 
anti-HA antibody from cytosolic fractions are shown in lane 2 (HABIB-expressing 
oocytes) and lane 4 (control oocytes). The blot was probed by immunoblotting (IB) with 
antibodies to HA (top panel); phosphorylated tyrosine resklues (PY11120; mkidle panel); 
and phsophorylated serine residues (bottom panel). B. Oocyte plasma membrane 
fractions from control (lanes 1 and 3) or HABIB-expressing oocytes (lanes 2 and 4) were 
immunopredpitated with either the HA antibody or PY11120 antibody (indicated below). 
The blot was probed with the HA antibody to show the presence of BIB channels. 
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Figure 2.8 BIB chantnis have a large sinĵ a ehannal eonductanca. 
Ion channel activity obtained in cell-attached patches from activated HABIB-expressing 
oocytes. Cell-attached patches were made on oocytes after the activation of HABIB 
channels as monitored with two-electrode voltage clamp. A. HABIB channels show a 
linear current-voltage relationship. Data fiom three patches from different oocytes are 
indicated by different symbols (squares, drcles and triangles). Data points for single 
channel current amplitudes are mean+S.D., calculated from Gaussian fits of amplitude 
histograms at different holding potentials for each patch. Repeated symbols per voltage 
reflect analyses made at different times during the recording. Unitary conductance was 
3G0i30pS, mean±S.D. for slope conductance from individual patches, and 297j:22pS 
forthe combined data as shown in A. 8. Sixteen consecutive traces (demarcated by 
vertical bars) at -t-40mV are shown for a cell-attached patch from an HABIB-expressing 
oocyte. The open (O) and dosed (C) states of a single level event are indicated. Scale 
bars are 10pA, 384ms. 
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CHAPTER 3. DIVALENT CATION BLOCK OF BIG BRAIN CHANNELS 

3.1 INTRODUCTION 

Caldum and magnesium ions have important physiological roles during 

development and into adulthood that result from both pemieation and block of specific 

ion channels. Entry of calcium through voKage-gated calcium channels mediates the 

fertilization-induced depolarization potential in amphibian oocytes and prevents 

fertilization by multiple spenfn (Dascal, 1987; Moody, 1995). Spontaneous calcium influx 

in developing neurons regulates gene transcription and causes cytoskeletal 

reorganization during growth cone navigation (Spitzer and Ribera, 1998). Calcium 

penmeation of cyclic-nucleotide gated ion channels in rods and cones of the retina 

maintains the membrane potential in the daric as well as regulating levels of intracellular 

caldum (Hille, 1992). 

Block of ion currents by caldum and magnesium is also important, especially in 

the brain. NMDA receptors are ligand-gated ion channels endogenously activated by 

the neurotransmitters glutamate and glydne (Hille, 1992). These channels also exhibit 

voltage dependence because at rest they are blocked by Mg *̂. In addition to ligand 

binding, sufficient depolarization is needed to unblock the pore, thereby allowing influx of 

caldum and enhancement of intracellular signaling through calcium-mediated pathways 

(Hille, 1992). In addition to ligand binding and membrane potential, NMDA receptors are 

regulated by tyrosine phosphorylation. Application of a soluble tyrosine kinase (src) 

potentiated caldum currents through NMDA receptors in spinal dorsal hom neurons (Yu 

et al., 1997). Thus, NMDA receptors provide a good example of an ion channel with 

multiple modes of regulation. 
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Results presented in the previous chapter indicated that in Xenopus oocytes 

expressing HABIB channels, a non-selective monovalent cation conductance was 

activated in response to endogenous signaling pathways. Due to the importance of 

calcium signaling in development and the established role of Big Brain mediating fate 

detenninations during neurogenesis, we investigated the effects of divalent cations, 

Ca^ ,̂ Ba "̂ and Mg "̂̂  on whole-cell cunents in Xenopus oocytes expressing HABIB. We 

found that whole-cell conductance of oocytes expressing HABIB is blocked by Ca "̂̂  and 

Ba "̂ but not by Mg *̂. We investigated the contribution of negatively charged amino 

acids of HABIB to and Ba "̂ block with site-directed mutagenesis of D253, E274 and 

E71. We found that mutation of positions 253 and 274 has little effect, but mutation of 

E71 has profound effects on HABIB monovalent cation conductance. Several non-

conservative substitutions eliminated ion channel function without preventing trafficking 

to the plasma membrane, or disrupted proper channel assembly. The conservative 

mutation of E71 to aspartic acid created sensitivity in HABIB-expressing oocytes to 

E71 is a highly conserved amino add in the MIP family of channels. Our analysis shows 

that it is crucial in detennining channel properties. Furthermore, the change in divalent 

cation sensitivity with mutation of E71 confinns that BIB is an ion channel. 

3.2 MATERIALS AND METHODS 

(1) Molecular techniques. Site-directed mutagenesis was perfomied on HABIB 

constructs in the Xenopus p-globin expression vector (pXpGev) with the Stratagene 

QuickChange site-directed mutagenesis kit (Stratagene, La Jolla, CA). Aspartic acki 

253, glutamate 274 and glutamate 71 were mutated to asparagine (D253N. E274N, 
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E71N). Glutamate 71 was also mutated to lysine (E71K), glutamlne (E71Q) and aspartic 

acid (E71D), using the following primer combinations (mutated base pairs underiined): 

D253N 
sense: 5'-GTGCTTAACAAATGG^CAGCCATTGGGTGTACTGG-3' (bp 1042-1077) 

antisense: 5'-CCAGTACACCCAATGGCTGTTCCAT!TGTTAAGCAC-3' (bp 1077-1042) 

E274N 
sense: 5'-GGCCTGGTGTAC^CTACATCTTCAACTCGCGC-3' (bp 1108-1140) 

antisense: 5'-GCGCGAGTTGAAGATGTAGTXGTACACCAGGCC-3' (bp 1140-1108) 

E71N 
sense: 5'-GGAGATCCATCATCAGCMCTGTCTGGCCTCC-3' (bp 494-525) 

antisense: 5'-GGAGGCCAGACAG'TTGCTGATGATGGATCTCC-3' (bp 525-494) 

E71K 
sense: 5'-GGAGATCCATCATCAGC^GTGTCTGGCCTC-3' (bp 494-524) 

antisense: 5'-GAGGCCAGACACTIGCTGATCATCGATCTCC-3' (bp 524-494) 

E71Q 
sense: 5'-GGAGATCCATCATCAGCCAGTGTCTGGCCTC-3' (bp 494-524) 

antisense: 5'-GAGGCCAGACACT6GCTGATGATGGATCTCC-3' (bp 524-494) 

E71D 
sense: 5 -CCATCATCAGCGACTGTCTGGCCTCCTTC-3' (bp 500-528) 

antisense: 5'-GAAGGAGGCCAGACAGTCGCTGATGATGG-3' (bp 528-500) 

The mutation strategy Is outlined in Figure 3.1. The entire coding sequences of all 

constructs were sequenced to verify that no inadvertent mutations were Introduced. 

Plasmid DMA was linearized with Spe/ In the polyllnker region and used to 

transcribe RNA in vitro with T3 RNA polymerase. Enzymes were purchased from Roche 

Molecular Biochemicals (Indianapolis, IN). 
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{2) Oocyte preparation and injection. Stage V-VI oocytes from adult female Xenopus 

/aews were obtained and defolliculated as described In Chapter 2. 

(3) Electrophysiological recordings. Two-electrode voltage clamp was used to 

investigate the macroscopic ion channel properties of HABIB as described in Chapter 2. 

The effects of divalent cations (Ca^  ̂and Ba^ )̂ were tested by iso-osmotic substitution of 

CaCl2 or BaClz for MgClz in the standard recording saline. All salines were buffered with 

2mM EGTA. Free Ca^  ̂and Ba  ̂concentrations were calculated using MaxChelator 

(http://www.stanford.edu/''cpatton/maxc.html). Channel activation was monitored by 

repeated steps to ->-40mV (800ms duration) every 5 seconds from a holding potential of-

40mV. Conductance was measured as the slope of a linear fit of the current-voltage 

relationship between ->-40 and -70mV after channel activation in standard saline 

containing 4.5mM MgClz and after perfusion with saline containing CaCl2 or BaCb. The 

percent block was calculated as [(Go-G)/Gori00, where Go is the conductance 

measured in recording saline with 4.5mM MgCIa and G is the conductance measured in 

the test saline. The fraction of unblocked cun^nt (IUF) was calculated as; [(lss-LINIT)/LINIT]. 

where lu is the steady-state current value obtained 4ms before the end of the voltage 

pulse and Imit is the initial current value approximately 2ms after the capacitance artifact. 

Current traces were best fit by a double exponential (ClampfitS.O, Axon Instruments, 

Foster City, CA). 

(5) Cellular fractionation. Oocyte plasma membrane fractions were obtained as 

described in Chapter 2. 

http://www.stanford.edu/''cpatton/maxc.html
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(6) Western Blotting, Western blots were perfonned as described In Chapter 2. 

Data values are presented as mean+SD. Significance was tested by a Student's t-test, 

with significance indicated by p<0.05 unless otherwise indicated. 

3.3 RESULTS 

The effects of divalent cations on the channel properties induced by expression 

of HABIB in Xenopus oocytes were tested by equimolar substitution of 4.5mM MgCb in 

the standard recording saline with CaCl2 or BaCl2. For the purposes of this chapter, 

standard recording saline (102mM NaCI, 4.5MgCl2,2mM EGTA, 5mM Hepes, pH7.3) will 

be referred to as "magnesium saline" and saline substituted with 4.5mM CaCl2 will be 

refened to as "calcium saline*; standard saline with 4.5mM BaCl2 substituted will be 

refened to as "barium saline". 

The effects of substitution of MgCt2 with equimolar CaCl2 or BaCl2 are shown in 

Figure 3.2. HABIB channel activation was monitored with steps to •»-40mV from a 

holding potential of-̂ OmV as described in chapter 2. After HABIB channel activation in 

magnesium saline, saline containing caldum or barium was perfused into the recording 

chamber. Representative examples of perfusion with saline containing 4.5mM CaCl2 

(top panel) or 4.5mM BaCl2 (bottom panel) are shown in Rgure 3.2A. In Figure 3.2B 

traces show currents evoked over a range of voltages after HABIB channel activation in 

magnesium saline (top), and following perfusion with caldum (middle) or barium saline 

(bottom). Figure 3.2C shows the current-voltage relationship of HABIB channels in 

magnesium, caldum or barium salines for the traces shown in Figure 3.2B. Inward 

currents in HABIB-expressing oocytes in caldum and barium saline are dramatically 
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reduced in amplitude as compared to those in magnesium saline. Reversal potentials 

magnesium (-17+5mV, n=14), calcium (-18+9mV, n=6) and barium saline (-16+5mV, 

n=13) were not significantly different. 

Caldum and barium reduced the whole-cell conductance of HABIB-expressing 

oocytes in a dose-dependent manner. Figure 3.3A shows the percent conductance 

block, calculated as the change in conductance after perfusion with the test saline (Go-

G; where Go is the conductance in magnesium saline and G is the conductance in test 

saline) divided by the conductance in magnesium saline. 

Figures 3.3B and C show the influence of voltage on the blocking effects of 

calcium and barium for HABIB currents standardized to the response in magnesium 

saline. The current at each voltage in calcium (Ica) or barium saline (Isa) was normalized 

to the current in magnesium saline (Ica/lMg and WMg) and plotted as a function of step 

potential. Data for Ica/LMG and IBH/IMO are summarized in Tables 3.1 (caldum) and 3.2 

(barium). Values of Ica/lMg and WlMg less than one indicate that the current in 

magnesium saline was blocked by caldum or barium, conversely, values of Ica/lMg and 

WIMB greater than or equal to one indicate the current in magnesium was not blocked. 

Perfusion of either caldum or barium salines resulted in decreased HABIB 

currents at hyperpolarized membrane potentials. At voltage steps between -70 and 

-40mV, the ratios Ica/lMg and IBS/IMQ remained at less than one (indicating block) for all 

doses. In addition, the ratios remained constant between -70 and -40mV. In contrast, 

at depolarized potentials, the ratios IcJiua and WIMB increased with depolarsation 

between (-f-SO to +80mV). The blocking effects of calcium and barium are relieved with 

suffident depolareation, indicating the block is voltage-dependent. 
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Current traces show vottage-dependent differences in magnesium, calcium and 

barium salines (Figure 3.4A and B). Traces in magnesium saline show unblocking at 

both depolarized and hyperpolarized potentials. In contrast, traces in calo'um and 

barium saline only exhibit unblocking at depolarized potentials. We quantified these 

differences by calculating the fraction of unblocked current (IUF, see Methods). 

Calculation of IUF allowed quantitative comparison of blocking and unblocking of cunents 

in magnesium, caldum and barium salines in a manner independent of the actual 

current amplitudes, which are influenced by levels of expression of HABIB. Unblocking 

occurs when the current at the end of the voltage step (Iss) is greater than the cunent at 

the beginning of the voltage step (Imit). and will yield a calculated IUF that is greater than 

zero. If currents are blocked then the cun«nt at the end of the voltage step will be less 

than that at the beginning of the voltage step and will yield a calculated IUF that is less 

than zero. 

The calculated fraction of unblocked current (IUF) is plotted as a function of 

membrane potential in Figure 3.4C and values are shown in Table 3.3. From this 

analysis two properties are apparent for cunents in BIB-expressing oocyte in 

magnesium, calcium and barium salines. First, at depolarized potentials, monovalent 

cation currents in HABIB-expressing oocytes are unblocked in magnesium, calcium and 

barium salines. Unblocking atdepolareed potentials is voltage-dependent. Calculated 

IUF values increase with increasing depolarization, reaching maximum values at +80mV 

for currents in magnesium, caldum and barium. Second, at hyperpolarized potentials, 

currents in HABIB-expressing oocytes are unblocked in magnesium saline. Calculated 

IUF values reach maximal levels at -120mV in magnesium saline. In contrast, currents 

in HABIB-expressing oocytes are blocked in barium saline. IUF values calculated for 
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currents in barium saline remain at approximately -0.6 at voltage steps between -120 

and -40mV. At hyperpolarized potentials, currents in calcium saline have properties 

intermediate between those of magnesium and barium. Values of IUF for currents in 

HABIB-expressing oocytes in calcium saline remain at less than zero at voltage steps 

between -120 and -40mV indicating that monovalent cation currents in oocytes 

expressing HABIB are block by calcium. However, unlike the IUF values for currents in 

barium saline, IUF values in caldum saline do increase with hyperpolarization and reach 

maximal levels at -120mV but they are not greater than zero. From this analysis we 

conclude that the blocking effects of calcium and barium are voltage-dependent. At 

depolarized potentials, currents In HABIB-expressing oocytes are unblocked in a 

voltage-dependent manner whereas, at hyperpolarized potentials, cunrents are blocked 

in caldum and barium salines. 

Since the magnitude of cunrent blocking and unblocking was voltage-dependent, 

we detennined the effects of voltage on the rates of blocking and unblocking. 

The net rates of unblock (at depolarized potentials) and block (at hyperpolarized 

potentials) are plotted as a fundion of membrane potential in Rgures 3.5 and 3.6. 

Tau values were obtained from double exponential fits of current traces such as those 

shown in Figure 3.4A and B. Both fast and slow tau values for unblocking show no 

apparent voltage dependence in magnesium, calcium or barium saline. Similariy, rates 

of block were not voltage-dependent. The lack of voltage dependence on the rate of 

block appears contradidory to our results indicating voltage dependence of blocking and 

unblocking. However, the rates of unblocking may be influenced by conformational 

changes that affed the accessibility of binding sites for caldum and barium at 

depolarized potentials. Fast and slow tau values for blocked currents were obtained by 
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fitting cunBnt traces from -120 to -40mV after an initial step to •i-40mV where we 

hypothesized channels to be unblocked. However, our analysis of the fraction of 

unblocked current at depolarized potentials suggests that maximal unblocking occurs at 

-i-SOmV. The apparent lack of voltage-dependence of fast and slow tau values at 

hyperpolarized potentials may be a result of the channels already being partially blocked 

since the step to +40mV does not completely unblock HABI6 channels in oocytes. 

In 1973, Woodhull proposed a model of voltage-dependent block based on 

experiments that tested the block by extracellular protons of sodium channel currents 

(Woodhull, 1973). Her analysis predicted that if the block was voltage dependent then 

protons must be interacting with the sodium channel from a site within the electrical field. 

The distance of the binding site from the extracellular side of the membrane is termed 

the fractional electrical field distance (5). We calculated the apparent fractional electrical 

field distance of block by caldum using methods as described by Paric and MacKinnon, 

1995. The first step is to calculate the concentration of caldum that inhibits 50% of the 

current at each voltage (Ki). Figure 3.7A shows a graph of relative calcium current 

amplitudes plotted as a function of free caldum concentration for different voltages. 

These graphs were fit by a sigmoidal dose response curve to obtain Ki values for each 

voltage. The Ki values were plotted as a function of membrane potential in Figure 3.7B 

and fit with the equation Ki/2=Ki/2(0mV)exp(zSFV/RT), where V is the membrane voltage, 

z is the valence of the blocking ion, R is the gas constant, T is temperature in Kelvin and 

Ki/2(0mV) is the concentration required to produce 50% inhibition at OmV (Paric and 

MacKinnon, 1995). The fit of the line through the data was y=0.28115 exp 

(0.0011261X), R=0.92. Therefore, for caldum Ki/2(0mv) is 0.28mM, yielding a value for 

the fractional electrical fiekJ distance of 5=0.14 from the outside. These results predict 
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that ̂ caldum ions block BIB cunrents by binding to a site that is located within the 

electrical field, then the binding site is at a location in the extracellular side of the HABIB 

channel. However, caldum and barium could be blocking currents in HABIB-expressing 

oocytes by mechanisms other than interacting with a binding site in the electrical field. 

Divalent cation block of ion channels is affected by negatively charged amino 

acids in pore lining regions (see for example. Park and MacKinnon, 1995). Since Loops 

B and E are predicted to be pore lining regions of MIP channels (see Chapter 1), we 

examined these regions for negatively charged amino acids as possible candidates for 

cation binding sites. Three negatively charged amino acids (two aspartic acid, one 

glutamate) are located in or around Loop E while none are found in Loop B (Figure 3.8). 

The HABIB mutants 0253N, E274N, E71N, E71Q. E71K and E71D were generated and 

expressed in Xenopus oocytes for analysis of the effects of divalent cations. Rgure 3.9 

shows the structures of aspartic acid, glutamic acid, asparagine, glutamine, and lysine 

for comparison. 

A summary of the results for D253N, E274N and E71N, Q and K are shown in 

Figure 3.10. Panel A summarizes the net conductance responses of oocytes expressing 

the HABIB mutants. Results obtained for E274N (35t18nA/mV, ns19) and D253N 

(21t13nA/mV, n=21) were not significantly different than those for wild type HABIB, 

compared within the same batches of oocytes. WiM type responses were 47±30nA/mV, 

n=13 (left) and 30±22nA/mV, n=19 (right). In contrast, oocytes expressing E71N, E71Q 

and E71K showed significant reductions in net conductance responses as compared to 

oocytes expressing wild type HABIB, and were not different from control oocytes (E71N, 

6+5nA/mV, n=17, p<0.01: E71Q, 0±2nA/mV, n=3, p<0.05: E71K, 0.4+0.3nA/mV, 

n=3,p<0.05, HABIB, 47+31 nA/mV, n=13; control 4+4nA/mV, n=7). There are many 
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reasons for absence of a response, including lack of expression. Because oocytes 

expressing E71N, E71Q and E71K had no cun^nt responses, they were not tested 

further for changes in permeability or sensitivity to divalent cations. 

The dose-dependent block of conductance by caldum in oocytes expressing 

D253N, and E274N was equivalent to that in wild type channels (Figure 3.1 OB). We also 

found that monovalent cation selectivity for these mutants was equivalent to that of wild 

type channels. The calculated relative permeability ratios for oocytes expressing mutant 

E71N, E274N and D253N HABIB channels are listed in Figure 3.1 OC. Relative ionic 

penneability was tested by iso-osmotic substitution of NaCI in the bath recording saline 

with KCI or tetraethylammonlum chloride (TEACI). No effect on RNS/PK or PTEA/PK was 

obsen/ed by mutatton of D253 or E274 to asparagine. 

The expression of mutant channels on the plasma membrane was confinned by 

western blot analysis of oocyte plasma membrane fractions. Wild type, E71N, E71Q, 

D253N and E274N channels were identified at the expected size of approximately 80kD 

(Figure 3.10D). However, no proteins were visualized from oocytes expressing E71K or 

control oocytes. These results indicated that the lack of conductance response in 

oocytes expressing E71K channels was likely to be due to lack of expression of these 

mutant channels in the membrane. 

Glutamate 71 is conserved in over 90% of channels in the MIR family (see 

Chapter 1). Although several mutations of E71 were non-functional we found an 

interesting alteration in channel properties with a more conservative mutation to aspartic 

acid (E71D). Figure 3.11 summarizes the conductance responses obtained from 

oocytes expressing E71D, wiM type HABIB channels and control oocytes. Oocytes 

expressing E71D had significantiy reduced whole-cell conductance (6i4nA/mV, n=11, 
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p<0.01) as compared to that in oocytes expressing HABIB (36±22nA/mV, 0=12), but the 

response with E71D was significantly greater than that of control oocytes nA/mV, 

n^^e, p<0.05). Western blots confimrad the expression of E71D in the plasma membrane 

(Figure 3.12B). Bands at approximately 80kD were visualized from plasma membrane 

fractions of oocytes expressing HABIB and E71D, and not seen In control oocytes. The 

band intensity of E71D channels is less than that of HABIB, suggesting that even though 

E710 channels are routed to the plasma membrane, decreased expression levels may 

account for the decreased conductance of oocytes expressing E71D. Other possibilities 

for the decreased whole-cell conductance are decreased in single channel conductance, 

decreased open probability, or an increased sensitivity to 

Figures 3.12 and 3.13 show that in contrast to currents expressing wild type 

HABIB channels, currents from E71D-expressing oocytes exhibit block by Mg^ .̂ 

Currents evoked at different voltages are shown in Figure 3.12. Tail currents measured 

at -120 to +40mV after an initial step to •<-40mV are shown in Figure 3.13. Dramatic 

differences in currents are seen between oocytes expressing wild type HABIB and E71D 

channels in magnesium saline, particularly at hyperpolarized potentials (compare the top 

panels in Figure 3.13). In contrast to the unblocking seen at hyperpolarized potentials in 

oocytes expressing wild type HABIB, cun^nts from oocytes expressing E71D exhibited 

blocking at hyperpolarized potentials in magnesium saline. 

To compare the differences in currents from oocytes expressing wild type HABIB 

and those from oocytes expressing the E71D mutant in a manner independent of the 

level of expression, we calculated the fraction of unblocked current (IUF) at different 

voltages. IUF was plotted as a function of membrane potential for wild-type HABIB and 

E71D channels in magnesium, caldum and barium saline in Rgure 3.14 and values for 
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wild type and E71[)-expressing oocytes also are given in Table 3.4. As described for 

Figure 3.3, an IUF value greater than zero indicates unblocking whereas blocking is 

indicated by an IUF value less than zero. The IUF value at hyperpolarzed potentials for 

oocytes expressing E71D channels remained constant around -0.5 (shaded area in 

Table 3.4), similar to the IUF values for E71D and wild type channels in barium saline. 

These results show that mutation of E71 to aspartic acid introduces Mg "̂ block. E71 is 

highly conserved in over 90% of channels in the MIP family and these results indicate 

that it is critical for detennining channel properties. 

3.4 DISCUSSION 

Calcium and barium block monovalent cation currents in oocytes expressing 

HABIB. There are several possible mechanisms to describe the observed blocking 

properties of calcium and barium. (1) Caldum and barium block cun^nts by interacting 

with a site in the channel that is located within the electrical field. At depolarized 

potentials we obsen/ed voltage dependence of the unblocking of currents from oocytes 

expressing HABIB. At hyperpolarized potentials, currents in HABIB-expressing oocytes 

were blocked approximately 50%. The voltage dependence is consistent with caldum 

and barium blocking within the electrical field. Also consistent with this possibility is the 

calculated value for the fractional electrical field distance of block by caldum (5=0.14). 

(2) Caldum and barium interact with a binding site on the extracellular surface that is not 

within but is affected by changes in the electrical field. In this case, at hyperpolarized 

potentials binding of caldum and barium at an extracellular site might alter the 

conformation of the channel to a dosed confonnation. If the availability of the binding 

site changes with membrane potential an apparent voltage-dependence would be 
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observed. Our results of voltage dependent blocking and unblocking are also consistent 

with this possibility. The lack of voltage dependence on the rates of unblocking and 

blocking by caldum and barium are consistent with a site affected by but not within the 

electrical field. (3) The increased surface to charge ratio of divalent cations compared to 

monovalent cations results in slower rates of ionic dehydration (Hille, 1992). Calcium 

and barium may be able to move through HABIB channels expressed in Xenopus 

oocytes, but their slow rates of dehydration results in slow movement through the pore 

and effectively block currents carried by Na"̂  and IC (Hille, 1992). (4) Block is occurring 

through an intracellular mechanism. Calcium entry may induce intracellular signaling or 

bind to a site on the intracellular surface that results in channel closure. This possibility 

could account for the blocking effects of calcium but not barium. 

In the experiments presented in this chapter both caldum and barium were 

applied from the extracellular side. The possible mechanisms of block outlined above 

suggest that a site with the pore or on the extracellular surface of the channel may 

interact with divalent cations. Negatively charged amino acids in pore lining regions are 

known to affect the blocking properties of divalent cations (see for example Paric and 

MacKinnon, 1995). We used site-directed mutagenesis to explore cation binding sites in 

putative pore lining regions of HABIB. Mutation of aspartic acid 253, located in the 

putative extracellular pore lining region, to asparagine had no effect on calculated 

relative permeability ratios {PhJPk and PTEM/PK) or current block by calcium. Similariy, 

oocytes expressing E274N channels had properties identical to those of oocytes 

expressing wild-type HABIB. Despite their negative charge and locations in the putative 

pore region, aspartic add 253 and glutamic add 274 do not appear to contribute to 

cationic selectivity or block of HABIB channels. 
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In contrast mutations of glutamate (E71) located in transmembrane domain 1 

(near Loop B) had dramatic effects. Mutation of E71 to asparagine or glutamine resulted 

in non-functional channels and channels mutated to lysine were not expressed on the 

plasma membrane. The net conductance response was also reduced for oocytes 

expressing channels with the more conservative substitution of E71 to aspartic acid, 

however, measurable differences in sensitivity to Mg "̂ were obsen/ed. Changes in Mg "̂̂  

sensitivity are most striking at hyperpolarized potentials. The IUF values for currents in 

oocytes expressing wild type HABIB increase from -0.3 at -40mV to 0.1 at -120mV, 

indicating that cuoents are unblocked in magnesium saline. In contrast, IUF values for 

currents in E7ID-expressing oocytes remain constant at -0.5 between -40 and -110mV 

and increase only slightly -0.4 at -120mV indicating that the currents are blocked by 

magnesium (see Table 3.4). 

The decreased whole-cell conductance of E7ID-expressing oocytes could be 

due to decreased expression levels, decreased single channel conductance, decreased 

open probability or increased sensitivity to Mg^  ̂resulting in block of monovalent cation 

currents. Single channel studies are needed to address changes in single channel 

conductance and open probability. Our data show that compared to wild type HABIB, 

there is both decreased expression of E71D and increased sensitivity to Mg .̂ 

Glutamate 71 of HABIB is in an analogous position to glutamate 14 of the £. co//glycerol 

facilitator, GIpF, which is also a member of the MIP family. In GIpF, E14 is located at a 

"buried position' and is not modeled to be a pore-lining residue but appears to be critical 

in maintaining the shape or size of the pore (Figure 3.15; Fu et al., 2000). Our data 

support a crudal role for E71 in detennination of channel properties of HABIB. 
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Factors including pore size, relative rates of dehydration, electrostatic 

interactions (between the permeant ion and amino acids of the pore as well as between 

other ions in a multi-ion pore) and energetic constraints work in concert to determine 

ionic permeability and selectivity in ion channels (Hille, 1992; Doyle et al., 1998). These 

factors must also contribute to ion penneation through HABIB channels. Relative 

penneability calculations for sodium (ionic radius 0.95A), potassium (1.33A), and 

tetraethylammonium ions (~5A) resulted in the following selectivity sequence for currents 

in HABIB-expressing oocytes: (1.0)>Na (̂.76)>TEA'̂ (0.48). Thus, the radius of the 

pore of HABIB channels should be large enough to accommodate TEA*, ~5A and pore 

size alone cannot account for the current block by Ca *̂ (0.99A) and Ba *̂ tons (1.35A) in 

oocytes expressing wild type HABIB. Increased sensitivity to (0.65A) could be 

accounted for by a decreased pore size, but changes in penneability of monovalent 

cations would better test this possibility. Other factors could account for increased Mg "̂* 

sensitivity such as confonfnational changes that unmask a Mg "̂̂  binding site. 

Although the mechanisms of selectivity of HABIB remain to be determined, 

crystallographic analysis of the related channels, AQP1 and GIpF provide a general 

understanding of the factors affecting selectivity in MIP channels. Both AQP1 and GIpF 

are homotetramers with a central pore at 

the four-fold axis of symmetry (see Chapter 1). Each individual subunit contains 

a pathway for glycerol lined by Loops B and E in GIpF channels. These studies predict 

that the radius of the pore through each subunit is 4A for AQP1 and 7.5A for GIpF (Ren 

et al., 2000; Fu et al, 2000). The central pore at the four-fokl axis of symmetry has a 

radius of 1.5A for AQP1 and 5A for GIpF (Ren et al., 2000; Fu et aL, 2000). Selectivity 

for water and glycerol was detemiined to involve hydrogen bonding between pemneant 
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molecules and pore-lining residues, as well as energetic constraints (Ren et al., 2000; 

Fu et al., 2000; linger, 2000). Channels in the MIP family have a numt)er of regions with 

highly conserved sequences of amino adds. Crystallography has revealed strikingly 

similar general structures even for MIP channels with very diffierent substrate 

selectivities (such as for GIpF and AQP1). Further analysis of the ionic pore through Big 

Brain is needed to understand the cationic penneability in relation to structural 

components and will provide further knowledge of the basis for diversity in functions for 

channels in the MIP family. 

In summary we have found that currents in oocytes expressing HABIB channels 

are blocked by extracellular divalent cations, caldum and barium. Caldum block is 

another means of regulating BIB cationic channel activity since block would reduce 

monovalent cation currents and therefore, reduce the magnitude of membrane 

depolarization Induced by BIB activation. 



Figure 3.1 Sinttgy for sii»-<Hrected mutagenesis of BIB at D253, E274 and E71. 
See next page for details 
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Figure 3.1 Sfrafsgy for site<Hnet»d mutagenes/s of BIB at 0253, E274, and £71. 
A. BIB channels with point mutations converting aspartic acid 253 (D253) to aspargine 
(D253N), glutamate 274 (E274) to asparagine (E274N), and glutamate 71 (E71) to 
asparagine, glutamine, lysine and aspartic acid (E71N, E71Q, E71K, E71D) were 
generated with the Quik-change site îrected mutagenesis kit from Stratagene (La Jolla, 
CA). 1. Primers were generated incorporating the desired mutation (see t)elow, mutated 
base pairs underiined). 2. Using PfuTurbo ONA polymerase the mutagenic primers were 
extended. 3. The methylated template DNA was digested with methylation sensitive 
Dpnl restriction enzyme leaving the non-methylated amplified DNA containing the 
mutation. 4. XL-1-6lue £ co//were transformed with the nicked double-stranded 
mutated DNA. B. Proposed topology of a BIB subunit with sites of mutation (D253, 
E274 and E71) indicated. 

Cycling parameters: 
950c 30sec 

(-•95®C 308ec 
12X 55°C1 minute 

L 08OC10 minutes (2min/kb plasmki length; 6/b(2kb)-pXpG(3kb)-5kb) 
4«C 

D253N 
sense; 5'-GTGCTTAACAAATGGAACAGCCATTGGGTGTACTGG-3' (bp 1042-1077) 
antisense; 5'-CCAGTACACCCAAtGGCTGTICCATTTGTTAAGCAC-3' (bp 1077-1042) 

E274N 
sense; 5'-GGCCTGGTGTACAACTACATCTTCAACTCGCGC-3' (bp 1108-1140) 
antisense; 5'-GCGCGAGTTGMGATGTAGTIGTACACCAGGCC-3' (bp 1140-1108) 

E71N 
sense; 5'-GGAGATCCATCATCAGC^CTGTCTGGCCTCC-3' (bp 494-525) 
antisense; 5'-GGAGGCCAGACAGTTGCTGATGATGGATCTCC-3' (bp 525-494) 

E71K 
sense; 5'-GGAGATCCATCATCAGCAAGTGTCTGGCCTC-3' (bp 494-524) 
antisense; 5'-GAGGCCAGACACTIGCTGATCATCGATCTCC-3' (bp 524-494) 

E71Q 
sense; 5'-GGAGATCCATCATCAGCCAGTGTCTGGCCTC-3' (bp 494-524) 
antisense; 5'-GAGGCCAGACACTGGCTGATGATGGATCTCC-3' (bp 524-494) 

E71D 
sense; 5'-CCATCATCAGCGACTGTCTGGCCTCCTTC-3' (bp 500-528) 
antisense; 5'-GAAGGAGGCCAGACAGTCGCTGATGATGG-3' (bp 528-500) 
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Figure 3.2 Calcium and barium block currents induced by HABIB eicpresaton In 
Xenopus oocytes. See next page for details 
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Figure 3.2 Calcium and barium block currents Inducad by HAUB axprwatm in 
Xanopus oocytaa. A. Current amplitude in magnesium saline, monitored at -i'40mV, 
decreases following perfusion of recording saline containing 4.5mM CaCl2 (top) or BaCl2 
(bottom). B. Representative current traces evoked with 800ms steps from-•'80 to-
70mV in lOmV increments from a holding potential of-40mV for an HABIB^xpressing 
oocyte after channel activation in magnesium saline (4.5mM MgClz; top) or following 
perfusion of the recording chamber with calcium saline (4.5mM CaCb; middle) or barium 
saline (4.5mM BaCb; bottom). Scale bars indicate SpA and lOOms. 0. Current-voltage 
relationships for data illustrated in B. No significant differences in reversal potential were 
observed for currents in magnesium (-17^5mV, n=14), calcium (-IS+SmV, n=6) or 
barium saline (-16+5, n=13). 
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Figure 3.3 Dose- and voltaga-̂ hpandanca of calcium and barium block of wholo-
cell contkictanco In of oocytes axpnasing HABIB. See next page for details. 
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Figure 3.3 Dose- and voltag9-<hp9ndenc9 of calcium and barium block of wholo-
call concftiefance of oocytes axpraaaing HABIB. A. Calcium and barium decreased 
the whole-cell conductance of oocytes expressing HABIB channels in a dose dependent 
manner The percent conductance t)lock, [(Go-G)/Go], where Go is the conductance in 
magnesium saline calculated from linear fits of the current-voltage relationship between 
+40 and -70mV, G is the conductance in test saline calculated in the same manner. 
Percent block was plotted as a function of free calcium or barium in the extracellular 
recording saline. B. Voltage-dependent block by calcium of currents in HABIB-
expressing oocytes. Currents after calcium saline perfusion (Ic,) were nonnalized to the 
currents in magnesium saline (IMB) before perfusion (WIMB)- 'caAio was plotted as a 
function of membrane potential. Values of Ica/lMg also are given in Table 3.1. 0. 
Voltage-dependent block by barium of currents in HABIB-expressing oocytes. Currents 
after barium saline perfusion (lea) were nomialized to the cuoents in magnesium saline 
(iMg) before perfusion (WlMg)- WImb was plotted as a function of membrane potential. 
Values of laa/lMg also are given in Table 3.2. 
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Figure 3.4 Frwetion of unblocked eumnt for oocytes expressing HABIB in 
magnes/fim, calcium or barium saline. A. Traces show tail currents evoked in 
response to 164ms steps from -120 to +40mV in lOmV increments after an initial 164ms 
step to +40mV from a hoMing potential of-40mV in magnesium (top), caldum (mkJdIe) 
and barium saline (bottom). Arrows indicate the approximate locations of steady state 
cunent (In) and initial current values (Imit) used to calculate the fraction of unblocked 
current at hyperpolarized potentials in panel C. Scale bars indicate 3MA and 40ms 
(4.5mMMg )̂ and 2pA and 40ms for 4.5mMCa '̂̂  and 4.5mMBa .̂ B. Current traces 
evoked with 800ms steps from +80 to -90mV from a hokling potential of -40mV in 
HABIB-expressing oocytes after channel activation in magnesium saline (top) or after 
perfusion of the recording chamber with calcium (middle) or barium saline (bottom). 
Am}ws indicate the approximate location of steady state (In; 4ms before the end of the 
voltage step) and initial current values (Imit; approximately 2ms after the capacitance 
artifact) used to calculate the fraction of unblocked cunrent between +80 and +10mV in 
C. Scale bars indicate 5)iA and 100ms. C. The firaction of unblocked cunent (lup^On-
linit)/linit) plotted as a function of membrane potential for oocytes expressing HABtB in 
magnesium saline (n=13), caldum saline (n=7) or barium saline (n=12). The location of 
In and linit are indicated in panels A and B. Values of lup also are given in Table 3.3. 
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Figure 3.S Met rates of unblock show no appannt volUige cfopenctonce. Fast (tau2; 
B) and slow (taul; A) tau values for unblocking were obtained from double exponential 
fits of current traces such as those shown in Figure 3.48. Data points show the 
mean^SD for tau values in magnesium (squares, n^^4), caldum (triangles, n=6) or 
barium saline (drcles, n-13). 
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Figure 3.6 rates of block sliOMf no appannt voltage dependence. Fast (tau2; B) 
and slow (taui; A) tau values for blocking were obtained from double exponential fits of 
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Figures.? Frvetfona/E/ectrfca/F/e/cf/MManceofMociirAyca/c/um. A. Currents 
from HABIB-expressing oocytes in caldum saline (Ica) were nomialized to cunents in 
magnesium saline (IMQ'  ̂ Figure 3.3). The nonnalized currents at voltages ranging 
from +80 to •<•20 and -SOmV were plotted as a function of free caldum concentration. 
The concentration of caldum that inhibited 50% of the current at each voltage was 
obtained from a fit of the data with sigmoidal dose response curve (Graph Pad Prism, 
version 3.0, San Diego. CA). B. The Ki values (obtained in A) were plotted as a 
function of membrane potential and fit with the equation Ki/̂ Ki/2(0m\/)exp(zSFV/RT), 
see text for details. The equation of the line through the data shown on the graph is 
y=K).28115 exp (0.0011261x), RsO.92, yielding a calculation for the apparent fractional 
electrical field distance of 5=0.14. 
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Figure 3.8 ScAematfe tMagnm of the amlim acids in and sunounding Loops B and 
E of BIB (sequence from Rao et a!., 1990). Consen/ed amino acids among MIP family 
members ate shown in green; negatively charged amino adds are shown in blue; 
positively charged amino adds are shown in yellow; and aromatic amino adds are 
shown in pink. Big Brain has only three negatively charged amino adds in putative pore 
lining regions (all in Loop E): D209N, D253 and E274. 
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Figure 3.9 Am/no acid structun of amino acids mutatad in BIB to analyze divalent 
catton block. Structures of the amino add side diains of aspartic add, glutamic add, 
asparagine, glutamine and lysine are shown. 
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Figure 3.10 Summary of tlw9tfBet of tho mutations D253N, e274N, E71M, E71Q 
and E71K, See next page for details. 
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Figure 3.10 Summary of the vffectoftho mutations D253N, E274N, E71N, E71Q 
and E71K. A. Net conductance was obtained from linear fit of the current-voltage 
relationship from +40 to -70mV. Asterisks indicate that the net conductances of oocytes 
expressing E71N (6+5nV/mV, n=17, p<0.01), E71Q (0+2nA/mV, n=3, p<0.05) and E71K 
(0.4+0.3nA/mV, n=3, p<0.05) were significantly different as compared to wild-type 
HABIB (47+31 nA/mV, n-13) but not from control oocytes (4i4nA/mV, n=:7). 
Comparisons of control ooc^es or those expressing mutant or wild type HABIB were 
performed within the same batches of oocytes (separated by vertical line). Oocytes 
expressing E274N (35+18nA/mV, n=19) or D253N (21+13nA/mV, n=21) had net 
conductance values indistinguishable from oocytes expressing wild type HABIB 
(47+30nA/mV, n=13, leftand30j:22nA/mV, n=19, right). B. Percent block for mutant 
D253N and E274N conductances was calculated as described in Figure 3.3. Mutation of 
D253 and E274 to asparagine (N) had no effect on the dose response of percent 
conductance block by caldum. C. Relative ionic permeability was calculated from 
reversal potentials after iso-osmotic substitution of KCI and TEACI for NaCI in the bath 
saline (see Methods). No differences in relative cationic penmeability {PhJPk and 
PTEA/PK) were observed, n values are given in parentheses. 0. Western blots of plasma 
membrane fractions of oocytes expressing E71N, E71Q, E71K 0253N, and E274N. 
Blots were probed with rat anti-HA antibody (clone 3F10, Roche) to visualize wild-type 
and mutant channels containing the HA epitope. WikJ-type, E71N, E71Q, D253N, and 
E274N channels resolved at approximately 80kD, the expected size of HABIB channels. 
No immunoreactive bands were seen from oocytes expressing E71K or control oocytes. 
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Figure 3.11 Sumnuiry ofUn efltef ofETID on propwtin of HABIB oxpnssod in 
Xmopus ooeytos. A. Net conductance responses of oocytes expressing wild-type 
HABIB and E71D channels. Oocytes had signficantly reduced conductance (6i4nA/mV, 
n=11, p<0.01) compared to oocytes expressing HABIB (36±22nA/mV, n=12) but 
significantly greater than that of control oocytes (1 ilnA/mV, ns6, p<0.05). Net 
conductance was calculated from linear frt of the current-voltage relationship between 
•<•40 and-70mV. B. Western blot showing the plasma membrane expression of E71D. 
Total protein from plasma membrane fractions of control oocytes or those expressing 
E71D or wild-type HABIB channels was resolved by 10% SDS-PAGE and transferred to 
PVDF. The blot was probed with rat anti-HA antibody (done 3F10, Roche) followed by 
goat anti-rat HRP conjugated secondary antibody. Immunoreactive bands were 
visualized by enhanced chemi-luminescence. Immunoreactive bands at approximately 
80k0, the expected size of HABIB and E71D channels were observed from proteins 
isolated from oocytes expressing E71D and HABIB but not from control ooctyes. 
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HABIB E71D 

*80mV 

-40mV 

Figure 3.12 Current traces demonstrate that mutation ofETI to aspartlc acid 
indueaa Mf̂ btock. Current traces from oocytes expressing wild-type HABIB (left) or 
E71D channels (right) were evoked with 8(X)ms steps from -i-SO to -90mV in lOmV 
Increments from a holding potential of-40mV after channel activation in magensium 
saline (top) and following perfusion of the recording chamber with caldum (middle) or 
barium saline (bottom). Scale bars for HABIB are 5  ̂and 100ms. Scale bars for E71D 
are Î A and 100ms. 
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HABIB E71D 

+40mV 

-40in  ̂-40in  ̂

-120mV 

Figure 3.13 Tail current traces demonstrate that mutation ofETI to aspartle acid 
Indueas Mf̂ tilock. Current traces evolced with 164ms steps from -120 to •t-40mV after 
an initial 164ms step to -••40mV from a holding potential of-40mV are shown for oocytes 
expressing HABIB (left) or E71D-expressing oocytes (right) after channel activation in 
magnesium saline (top) or after perfusion of the recording chamt)erwith caldum (middle) 
or t)arium saline (bottom). The box around the voltage protocol Indicates the area of 
enlargement of the traces. Scale bars for HABIB traces indicate S^A and 40ms (Mg  ̂
and 2yA and 40ms (Ca "̂̂  and Ba^ .̂ Scale bars for E71D traces indicate 1 MA and 40ms 
(Mg ,̂ O.SpA and 40ms (Ca ,̂ and 1|iA and 40ms (Ba^O-
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Figure 3.14 Fnction ofunbloekod cwnnt in oocytes wqinssing E71D or wild 
typo HABIB in magnesium, calcium or barium saline. See next page for details. 
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Figure 3.14 Fraction of unblocked cumnt in oocytes expr̂ sing E71D or wild 
type HABIB in ma îesium, calcium or barium saline. The fraction of unblocked 
current was calculated as described in Figure 3.3 and in the methods. Steady state and 
initial current values were obtained from current traces such as those shown in Figure 
3.12 and Figure 3.13. IUF values also are given in Table 3.4 for E71D and wild-type 
HABIB mediated conductances in magnesium, caldum and barium salines. A. Fraction 
of unblocked current in magnesium saline for oocytes expressing E71D (filled squares, 
n-10) and wikJ-type HABIB (open squares, n=13). B. Fraction of unblocked current in 
caldum saline for oocytes expressing E71D (filled triangles, n=3) and wild-type channels 
(open triangles, n=7). C. Fraction of unblocked current in barium saline for oo<^es 
expressing E71D (filled circles, n=7) and wild-type HABIB channels (open drdes, n=12). 
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Figure 3.15 Extncellularvlew of the GIpF tetramer showing tfie location of EH. 
Sequence alignments of BIB and GIpF (see chapter 1) show that E14 of GIpF and E71 
of BIB are in analogous positions. El 4 is shown as a blue space-filled molecule in the 
image (arrow). A yellow drde indicates the four-fold axis of symmetry of the GIpF 
tetramen a-helices are shown as gray ribbons. The picture was generated with 
RASMOLfrom structural coordinates of GIpF (1FX8) deposited in RCSB protein 
databank. 
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Ica/lMg 

mV 0.42uM 100uM 4.5mM 
80 1.6±0.2 0.910.2 0.411.04 
70 1.45±.3 0.810.2 0.3410.04 
60 1.4±0.2 0.710.2 0.291.03 
50 1.3±0.3 0.710.2 0.231.03 
40 1.3±0.2 0.610.2 0.211.04 
30 1.310.2 0.610.1 0.21.03 
-40 0.910.2 0.410.1 OlO.I 
-60 0.910.2 0.510.1 0.111.05 
-60 0.910.2 0.510.1 0.141.05 
-70 0.910.2 0.510.1 0.131.04 

Table 3.1 Dose and voltage-̂ hpandence of block by calcium on currants in 
oocytes expressing fM6/8 channels. Values show the mean±SD for currents after 
calcium saline perfusion (Ica) normalized to cun^nts in magnesium saline (IMQ) for 
different calcium concentrations: 0.42mM (n=3), 100^M (n=3) and 4.5mM (n=4). 
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lea/lMg 

mV 3uM 110uM 4.5mM 
80 14±0.3 1.1±.2 0.91.5 
70 1.3±.2 1.1±.2 0.91.5 
60 1.2±.2 1.0±.2 0.91.5 
50 1.2±.2 1.0±.2 0.81.5 
40 1.1±.2 1.0±.2 0.71.5 
30 1.0±.1 1.0±.2 0.71.5 
-40 0J±.1 0.81.2 0.31.3 
-50 0J2±.07 0.81.2 0.31.3 
-60 0.8±.1 0.71.1 0.31.3 
-70 0.8±.1 0.71.1 0.31.3 

Table 3.2 Dose and voltage dependence of block by barium on currents In 
oocytes expressing HABIB channels. Values show the mean+SD for currents after 
barium saline perfusion (lea) nomialized to cunrents in magnesium saline (IMB) for 
different barium concentrations; 3^M (n=4), 1 10HM (n=7) and 4.5mM (n=7). 
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mV 
80 0.3±.2 1.2±.7 1.21.5 
70 0.2±.1 0.8±.5 0.91.3 
60 0.4±.3 0.61.2 
50 0±.1 0.41.3 
40 -0.1±.1 0±.2 0.21.3 
30 0±.3 -0.1±.2 
20 -0.1±.2 -0.1±.2 01.3 

-40 -0.3±.1 -0.5±.3 -0.61.2 
-50 -0.2±.1 -0.4±.3 -0.61.2 
-60 -0.2±.1 -0.3±.2 -0.61.1 
-70 -0.2±.1 -0.3±.2 -0.61.1 
-80 -0.1±.1 -0.3±.2 -0.61.1 
-90 -0.1±.1 -0.3±.3 -0.51.1 
-100 01.2 -0.2±.3 -0.51.1 
-110 0±.2 -0.11.3 -0.61.1 
-120 0.1±.2 -0.1±.3 -0.51.1 

Table 3.3 Fraction of unblockad cumnt (Iw) for HABIB channels in tho prasanca 
of4.5mM magnasium, calcium or barium. Values show mean+SD for lUF calculated 
for currents at different voltages in magnesium (n=13), calcium (n=7) and barium saline 
(n-12). See text for details. 
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E71D HABIB 

.05±.1 -.1±.2 

.7±.5 

.4±.4 

.1±.2 
-.11±.04 
-.26±.07 

-.5±.1 

.8t.08 

-.7t.1 
.66±.09 

-.65t.07 
.6t.1 
.57t.03 
-.54t.03 
-.51±.03 

2JABÎ  

1.2t.7 
.8t.5 
.4±.3 
.2±.3 
0±.2 
-.1±.2 
•.1±.2 

-.5±.3 
-.4t.3 
-.3±.2 
-.3±.2 
-.3±.2 
-.3t.3 
-.2±.3 
-.1±.3 
-.1±.3 

E71D 
.5t.3 
.3±.3 
•2±.2 
.1t.2 

010.2 
-.05±.19 

-.5±.1 

-.5t.1 

-.5t.2 
-.5±.1 
-.5t.1 
-.5t.1 
-.5±.1 

HABIB 
1.2±.5 
.9±.3 
.6t.2 
.4±.3 
.2±.3 
.1±.3 
Ot.3 

-.6t.2 
-.6t.2 
-.6±.1 
-•6±.1 

-.6±.1 
-.5t.1 
-.5t.1 
-.6t.1 
-.6±.1 

Table 3.4 Con r̂iaon of the ttaction cfunbfocked eumnt (IUF) in ooeyfM 
expnasing wlld-typa and E71D HABIB ehannda in ma^naaium, calcium or barium 
saline. Values show mean+SD for IUF values calculated in magnesium (n=10), caldum 
{n-Z) or barium saline (n=7) for oocytes expressing E71D or wild type HABIB (shown 
also in Table 3.3). Shaded cells indicate the striking difference in IUF between currents in 
E71D and wiM type HABIB-expressing oocytes. 
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CHAPTER 4: ROLE OF THE CARBOXY TAIL OF BIB 

4.1 INTRODUCTION 

In the previous chapters I have discussed the ion channel activity of Big Brain. 

Chapter 2 presented possible mechanisms of channel activation. Endogenous signaling 

pathways in oocytes, particularly through tyrosine kinases, activate BIB cationic channel 

activity. In this chapter, I explore the idea that the carboxy tail is the site of regulatory 

protein interactions necessary for activation. 

The notably long carboxy tail of BIB makes it the largest member of the MIP 

family (the carlsoxy tail comprises amino acids 269-700). This region contains sites of 

potential functional regulation, such as; (i) phosphorylation consensus sites for 

serineAhreonine kinases and tyrosine; (ii) SH3 binding domains; (iii) POZ binding 

domains; and (iv) polyglutamine stretches (see Rgure 4.1). Protein interactions 

involving these modular domains have a variety of effects that are not necessarily 

mutually exclusive. For example, the carboxy temninus of the inward rectifying 

potassium channel, Kir2.3 has a PKA phosphorylation site (underiined) and PDZ binding 

domain (gray) that overtap at the carboxy terminus: RRPM (Cohen et al., 1996). 

Biochemical studies of Kir 2.3 indicate that phosphorylation by PKA inhibits the 

assodation of Kir 2.3 with the PDZ domain containing protein PSD-95 in HEK 293 cells 

(Cohen et al., 1996). PSD-95 localizes proteins into signaling complexes at the synaptic 

terminal. Therefore, phosphorylation of Kir2.3 by PKA is likely to have functional 

consequences by preventing the targeting of the channel to the synapse or by releasing 

the carisoxy tail from protein interactions resulting in confonnational changes that alter 

channel conductance. Although I will discuss each of these protein interaction domains 
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separately, they most likely exert their effects on BIB cationic channel activity through 

inter-related processes. 

The cartMxy tail of BIB contains eight sites of potential phosphorylation by 

serine/threonine kinases (Figure 4.1A). The amino acids that conform to consensus 

sequences for phosphorylation by cyclic GMP dependent protein kinase (XS*RX; X 

indicates any amino is tolerated and 'indicates the site of phosphorylation), calmodulin 

kinase II (XRXXS'X) and protein kinase C (XRXXS*RX) are shown in Figure 4.1A 

(Kemp and Pearson, 1990). Phosphorylation affects the properties of ion channels in a 

subunit specific manner. Exposure of a subunits of the calcium activated potassium 

channel expressed in HEK293 to the catalytic subunits of PKA, results in an increase in 

channel open probability. However, when a and p subunits are co-expressed, PKA has 

opposite effects and causes a decrease in open probability (Oworetzky et al., 1996). 

As shown in the previous chapter, BIB channels are tyrosine phosphorylated. 22 

tyrosine residues are located on intracellular portions of the BIB channel; one in the 

amino tenminus and 21 in the carboxy tenninus (Rao et al., 1990). Of these, five appear 

to be potential sites of tyrosine phosphorylation based on comparison with optimal 

sequences for phosphorylation by tyrosine kinases (Songyang et al., 1995). The optimal 

substrate sequence for src is D/E-D/E-l/V/L-Y*-G/E-E-F (where the asterisk indicates the 

phosphorylated tyrosine residue; and / indicates that any of the amino acids shown is 

tolerated). For another sokibie kinase, Abl, the optimal sequence e X-V-l/V/L-Y*-A-A-P 

(X indicates any amino add is tolerated in this position). Rgure 4.1 B shows the sites of 

potential phosphorylation by src or Abl in the carboxy tail of BIB, residues conforming to 

the optimal sequence suggested by Songyang and colleagues (1995) are highlighted in 

bold. Three tyrosines (Y273, Y384 and Y478) are potential targets for src and two (Y367 
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and Y609) are potential targets for Abl. All but one tyrosine (Y273) is surrounded by 

three amino adds that fit the optimal substrate determined by Songyang and colleagues. 

Tyrosine phosphorylation of NMDA receptor subunits in the brain may contribute to long-

term potentiation. Induction of long-term potentiation in rats results in increased tyrosine 

phosphorylation of NMDA NR2B subunits (Rostas et al., 1996; Rosenblum et al., 1996). 

Several studies suggest that the phosphorylation of NMDA receptors on tyrosine 

residues occurs through the actions of the tyrosine kinase src (Yu et al., 1997; Wang 

and Salter, 1994) 

The interaction between tyrosine kinases and their substrates is mediated in part 

by SH3 binding domains, proline-rich sequences that mediate the targeted interaction 

between proteins. Figure 4.1C shows the location of four potential SH3 binding domains 

in the BIB carboxy tail. For both hKvl.S and connexin 43, intact SH3 binding domains 

are critical for interaction of the channels with src (Holmes et al., 1996; Kanemitsu et al., 

1997). Coexpression of v-src with hKvl .5 in HEK293 cells results in tyrosine 

phosphorylated channels and decreased currents (Holmes et al., 1996). SH3 binding 

domains are P-X-X-P (where X is any amino add and P is proline; Koch et al., 1991; 

Rickles et al., 1994; Cohen et al., 1995). 

The amino acid motif S/T-X-V/l represents a PDZ binding domain (X indicates 

any amino add is tolerated; Cohen et al., 1996). These short domains interact with PDZ 

domain-containing proteins. PDZ domain protein interactions often organize proteins 

into signaling complexes (Craven and Bredt, 1998). For example, the Kvl .4 PDZ 

binding domain interacts with the PDZ containing protein, PSD-95 to localize Kvl .4 

channels to the post-synaptic density of neurons (Nehring et al., 2000). PDZ binding 

domains are generally located at the cartwxy temiinus (Cohen et al., 1996) but can be 
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internal as in the TRP caldum channel of Dmsophila (Shieh and Zhu, 1996; and other 

references here). Three internal POZ domains (T-A-l and S-A-V) in the BIB carboxy tail 

are shown in Figure 4.1 D. 

A striking feature of the cart)oxy tail is the number of glutamine residues, which 

constitute 102 of 431 residues (24%) and include three regions of 10,13 and 25 

consecutive glutamines (Figure 4.1 E). Polyglutamine regions are thought to act as polar 

zippers mediating protein-protein interactions (Perutz et al., 1994, Martindale et al., 

1998). Abnonnally long stretches of glutamine residues underlie certain progressive 

neurodegenerative diseases, such as Huntington's disease and Machado-Joseph 

disease (Paulson and Fischbeck, 1996). Interestingly, at least three other neurogenic 

gene products contain polyglutamine regions: Notch (described in detail in Chapter 1) 

has two domains of 13 and 17 glutamines, mastemnind contains 13 stretches of 5-16 

glutamines, and Suppressor of Hairless has three stretches of 6-14 glutamines. 

Polyglutamine regions might be a common mechanism of regulating neurogenesis. 

In order to begin to eluckfate the significance of these domains to BIB function, 

we generated two truncation mutations in the carboxy tail. The sites of truncation were 

determined by comparison of the alignment of BIB with human AQP1 (A317) or rat 

AQP4 (A377; Figure 4.2). The end of the carboxy tenninus of AQP1 aligned with amino 

acid 316 of BIB. We introduced a stop codon at this site, deleting amino acids 317-700 

of BIB (A317). The carttoxy terminus of AQP4 ended at a position comparable to amino 

add 376 of BIB. We also introduced a stop codon at this site, deleting amino adds 377-

700 (A377). Full-length and truncated BIB constructs were expressed in Xenopus 

oocytes; the whole-cell conductance properties, effects of the tyrosine kinase inhibitor 
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Lavendustin A, and the tyrosine phosphorylation status of these channels were 

investigated with two-electrode voltage clamp and western blot analyses. 

4.2 MATERIALS AND METHODS 

(1) Molecular techniques, bib cDNA was generously donated by Dr. Lily Jan, UCSF 

(Rao et al., 1990). Truncation mutants were synthesized by polymerase chain reaction 

using the bib gene in a pSK-bluescript as the template. The general scheme is outlined 

in Figure 4.3. For each truncation mutant, the sense primer sequence (spanning the 

start codon, italics) was the same and contained an introduced Bgl// site to facilitate 

subcloning (underlined; mutated residues are in bold); 

5'-AACAAATCGAGATCTGAGTCCGACA7G-3' bp 277-303. 

The antisense primer incorporated the introduced stop codon (box) and a Bgl// restriction 

site (underlined; mutated residues are in bold) for subsequent subcloning into the pXpG 

expression vector 

A317 S'-GGTGCAGATCTACTGCTG TCfi CTTGTTGGGCTTCTC-3' bp 1266-1231 

A377 5 -CAGAGAGATCTGCTGCTC TC/GTACTTCGAGGA-3' bp 1448-1417 

In order to visualize BIB channels by western blots, an epitope tag consisting of 

nine amino adds (YPYDVPDYA) from the influenza hemagglutinin protein (HA) was 

inserted in the amino terminus of both A317 and A377. This was done in the same 

manner as inserting the HA epitope into full length BIB, requiring two rounds of PGR. 

The sense primer for the first reaction contained the last seven codons of the HA epitope 

funderiined) followed by a region of overlap with the bib sequence: 

5'-TACGACGTGCCGGACTACGCTGCCGACGAAAGTCTG-3' bp 304-318. 
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The antisense primer was the same as used for either A317 or A377 (above). The 

sense primer for the second PGR reaction contained the rest of the IHA sequence 

(underiinedl the start codon (italics), and a Bgl// restriction site (bold): 

5*-TCGAGATCTGAGTCCGACA TG TACCCGTACGACGTGCCGGAC-3'. 

The antisense primers were the same as those used in the previous reactions (for either 

A317 or A377). The truncation mutant constaicts were analyzed by diagnostic digests 

with restriction enzymes to verify the orientation and size of each insert (Figure 4.4A). 

The entire coding sequences of all constructs were sequenced to confinn that no 

inadvertent mutations were introduced. RNA was synthesized as described in Chapter 

2. 

(2) Oocyte preparation and injection. Stage V-VI oocytes from adult female Xenopus 

laeviswere obtained and defolliculated as described in Chapter 2. Prepared oocytes 

were injected with 50nl of sterile water (control oocytes) or 50nl of sterile water 

containing HAbib, A317 or A377 cRNA. 

(3) Electroptiysiological recordings. Two-electrode voltage clamp was used to 

investigate the macroscopic ion channel properties of HABIB A317, A377, and HABIB 

wild-type as described in Chapter 2. 

(4) Osmotically-induced swelling assay. Osmotically-inducted swelling assays were 

perfonned as described in Chapter 2. Analysis of water permeability was perfomned as 

described in Rivers et al., 1997. 
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(5) Cellular fî ctionation. Oocyte plasma membrane fractions were obtained as 

described in Chapter 2. 

(6) Immunoprecipnation and Western Blotting. Immunopredpitation and western blotting 

were perfonned as described in Chapter 2. 

Data values are presented as mean^SD. Significance was tested by a Student's t-test, 

with significance indicated by p<0.05 unless othenwise indicated. 

4.3 RESULTS 

Overall, BIB has approximately 30% overall amino acid sequence identity with 

the mammalian water channels AQP1 and AQP4. Loops B and E line the water 

pathway through aquaporins (Murata et al., 2001; Ren et al., 2000) and BIB has 

approximately 60% and 30% identity with AQP1 and AQP4 in these regions respectively. 

Despite this identity, results presented in Chapter 2 showed that BIB is not a water 

channel. In contrast to the high amount of identity between BIB and aquaporins in 

potential pore lining regions, the carboxy tail of BIB has 6-8 times as many amino acids 

as AQP1 and AQP4. As discussed in the introduction, the long cariboxy tail of BIB 

contains many sites for protein interactions. One hypothesis for the lack of water 

permeability of oocytes expressing full-length BIB is that the carboxy tail domain inhibits 

water flux through BIB. 

To test if truncation released inhibitory effects of the carboxy tail on water 

permeability we perfonned an osmoticaily induced swelling assay. Figure 4.5 shows the 

results of a representative experiment with oocytes expressing AQP1 orthe BIB carboxy 
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tail tmncation mutants A317 and A377. When placed In hypotonic saline, the relative 

volume of AQP1-expressing oocytes increased by approximately 12.5% at five minutes 

and up to 20% at lOminutes (Figure 4.5 A and B), yielding a calculated water 

pemneability factor (Pf) value of 26±13Mm/s (n=5). As is seen with oocytes expressing 

fulMength BIB (Chapter 2, Figure 2.1), the relative volume of oocytes expressing A317 

(Figure 4.5A) and A377 (Figure 4.56) did not increase and remained similar to that of 

control oocytes for up to 10 minutes of exposure to hypotonic saline. As expected, the 

calculated Pf values for A317 (2t6^m/s, nM) and ̂ Z77 (7±A\m/s, n=4) were not 

different than control oocytes (2+1 ̂ m/s, n=4). Thus, truncation of the cart)oxy tail did 

not unmask a water pathway through BIB channels. 

Since truncation removed sites known to be important for trafficking or retention 

at the plasma membrane we confirmed the correct local̂ tion of the truncated BIB 

channels with western blots of total proteins isolated from oocyte plasma membrane 

fractions. A representative experiment is shown in Figure 4.6. The expected size of full-

length BIB channels is approximately 80kD. The expected size of A317 and 6Z77 

truncated channels are approximately 36 and 44 kO respectively. In Figure 4.6 bands 

representing fulNength HABIB were visualized at approximately 80kD. A317 channels 

were visualized at approximately 38kD (Figure 4.6, panel A) and A377 channels were 

visualized at approximately 46kD (Figure 4.6, panel B). However, A377 appeared as a 

doublet near 46kO and there was also a smear between 74 and 107kD. Similar banding 

pattems have been observed from oocytes expressing mutant AQP1 channels and have 

been attributed to altered pattems of glycosylation that result from defective protein 

folding pattems (Preston et al., 1993). Both truncated channels are isolated from 

plasma membrane fractions of oocytes and are localized to the plasma membrane of 
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oocytes. The lack of water permeability in oocytes expressing fulMength or BIB 

channels is a fundamental property of BIB and not the result of lack of protein 

expression. 

The ionic channel characteristics of A317 and A377 were investigated with two-

electrode voltage clamp. Representative current-voltage relationships of control or 

oocytes expressing HABIB A317, A377, or wild-type HABIB are shown in Figure 4.7A. 

Oocytes expressing A317 and 6377 had decreased current amplitudes at all voltages 

after channel activation. Current traces, shown in 4.7B were evoked in response to 

steps from -i-eo to -90mV. The reversal potentials of A317 (-18i8mV, n=22) and A377 

(-22i9mV, n=16) were not significantly different than full length HABIB (-19±8mV, 

n=24). 

Figure 4.8 summarizes the whole-cell conductance of control and oocytes 

expressing full-length HABIB, A317, and A377. Conductance was calculated from the 

slope of the linear frt of the cunent-voltage relationship (Figure 4.7A). Oocytes 

expressing either truncation mutant had reduced whole-cell conductance (A317, 

6+5nA/mV, n=23; A377,3+1nA/mV, n=17,) compared to full length HABIB 

(22+14nA/mV, n=30) but significantly greater than that of control oocytes (2t2nA/mV, 

n=21, p<0.05). Since full-length and truncated channels are expressed on the plasma 

Hfiembrane, the decreased conductance coukl be the result of removal of sites important 

for BIB regulation, changes in membrane retention, orconfonnational changes that 

decrease the single channel conductance. 

Results presented in Chapter 2 showed that BIB was phosphorylated on tyrosine 

rescues (Figure 2.7) and that the whole-cell conductance of oocytes expressing BIB 

was enhanced by pre-treatment with the tyrosine kinase inhibitor Lavendustin A. We 
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investigated the hypothesis that the carboxy tail is the site of regulatory interactions by 

tyrosine kinases with oocytes expressing A317 since conductance in oocytes expressing 

A377 was difficult to detect. Results of these experiments are shown in Figure 4.9. 

Immunoprecipitations of A317 and HABIB were perfonned with either the rat anti-HA 

antibody or mouse anti-phosphotyrosine antibody (see Methods). After resolution by 

SDS-PAGE (10%) and westem blot transfer to PVDF, bands for both full length HABIB 

and A317 were detected in samples immunopredpitated by the anti-HA antibody but 

only for full-length HABIB in samples immunopredpitated by the anti-phosphotyrosine 

antibody. These results indicate that the HABIB channels truncated at amino add 317 

are not phosphorylated on tyrosine residues. Panel B summarizes the effect of one hour 

pre-incubation with lO^M Lavendustin A on oocytes expressing A317. Lavendustin A 

did not enhance the condudance of oocytes expressing A317 (7±3 nA/mV, n=6) 

compared to untreated A317 expressing oocytes (6±2nA/mV, n=8). These results 

suggest that tmncation of the carboxy tail at amino acki 317 removes regulation by 

oocyte tyrosine kinases and that a site or sites within amino adds 317-700 are targets of 

tyrosine phosphorylation. 

4.4 DISCUSSION 

Oocytes expressing HABIB channels truncated at two different sites in the 

carboxy tail (A317 and A377) had decreased whole-cell condudance compared to 

oocytes expressing full-length HABIB. Despite the decreased conductance, channels 

were located on the plasma membrane as indicated by westem blots showing that the 

decrease was not a result of lack of expression. Truncated channels were similar to full-

length BIB channels with resped to ionic channel properties. Reversal potentials of 
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oocytes expressing A317 and A377 channels were -IS^SmV and -22i9mV respectively 

and not significantly different than that of full-length HABIB (-19i6mV, n=24) showing 

that the cation selectivity of truncated channels was similar to full-length HABIB. The 

cument-voltage relationships were linear indicating no apparent change in voltage 

dependence, similar to full-length HABIB channels. Although tmncated channels have 

cartx)xy termini roughly equivalent in length to those of AQP1 and AQP4, truncation did 

not uncover a hypothetical water pathway through BIB channels. 

The decreased conductance of oocytes expressing A317 and A377 was 

hypothesized to be due to the deletion or destabilization of sites important for function. 

Although A377 may t)e improperly processed, t)oth truncated channels localize to the 

plasma membrane and formed ion channels with properties similar to those of full-length 

HABIB (i.e. linear current-voltage relationship and similar reversal potentials). The 

decreased whole-cell conductance may be the result of removing sites critical for protein 

interactions that regulate BIB cation channel activity, or may result from decreased 

single channel conductance or decreased open probability. Single channel studies are 

needed to examine this possibility. Although attempted here, patches containing A317 

and A377 were not obtained despite injections of increased amounts of RNA. 

The lack of tyrosine phosphorylation of A317 and the lackof effect of Lavendustin 

A on these channels suggests that the cartwxy tail is the site of tyrosine kinase 

modulation of HABIB in Xenopus oocytes (described in chapter 2). Since carboxy 

terminal deletion removed sensitivity of the channel to endogenous tyrosine kinases, the 

site of tyrosine phosphorylation in full-length BIB may be contained between amino adds 

317-700. However, we cannot mle out the possibility that removing sites such as SH3 

and PDZ binding domains and polyglutamine stretches removes protein interactions 
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involving carboxy tail regions that are critical for phosphorylation at sites other than the 

carboxy tail or that may prevent proper trafficking to and retention of truncated channels 

at specific sites on the plasma membrane. Site-directed mutagenesis of tyrosines 367, 

384,478, and 609 (four of the tyrosines in the carboxy tail that are within consensus 

sites for phosphorylation by src or Abl, see Introduction and Figure 4.1 B) and expression 

in oocytes would address whether these four tyrosines are sites of phosphorylation and 

regulate channel activation. If, as described in Chapter 2, dephosphorylation is the 

mechanism of BIB channel activation, and if tyrosines 367,384,478 or 609 are sites of 

inhibitory phosphorylation, then one might speculate that mutation of these tyrosines to 

phenylalanine should result in constitutively active BIB cationic conductance. However, 

removing these sites by truncation of the carboxy tail did not induce constitutively active 

channels. A more complex relationship is likely, and may reflect the importance of the 

multiple protein interaction domains (SH3, PDZand polyglutamine stretches) located in 

this region. 

I propose that the cartx)xy tail is important for detennining the ion conductance of 

BIB channels. The carboxy tail domains of many ion channels are sites of multiple 

modes of regulation. Caldum activated potassium channels (Kc,) are regulated by both 

membrane potential and intracellular calcium. Calcium ions bind to specific domains in 

the carboxy tail of Kc. channels (Meera et al., 1997; Wei et al., 1994). Calcium binding 

alters the sensitivity to voltage in a subunit specific manner (Hille, 1992). The carboxy 

tail of Maxl-K Kca channels Is also a site of phosphorylation, presumably by PKA (Nara 

et al., 1998). Currents in Xenopus oocytes expressing Maxi-K channels with S869 

(tocated in the cartioxy tail) mutated to alanine were no longer stimulated by forskolin or 

the p2 agonist Isoproterenol (Nara et al., 1998). The carboxy tail of the Inward rectifying 
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potassium channels Kir2.1 and Kir2.3 contain PDZ binding domains at their cartjoxy 

temiini (Cohen et al., 1996). In Kir2.3 this site overlaps with a PKA phosphorylation site. 

Phosphorylation by PKA inhibits the interaction of Kir2.3 with PSD-95 and may be a 

mechanism to regulate localization of Kir2.3 to specific sites in the nerve tenfninal or may 

regulate inhibitory effects of the carboxy tail on Kir2.3 conductance (Cohen et al., 1996). 

Multiple modes of regulation at the carboxy tail are also apparent for NMDA receptor 

NR1 subunits (Tingley et al., 1993). NR1 subunits heterologously expressed in HEK293 

cells or isolated from primary cultures of rat cortical neurons are phosphorylated by PKC 

and the site of phosphorylation is in the carboxy tail (Tingley et al., 1993). However, the 

carboxy tail domain of NR1 contains two altematively spliced exons and only one 

contains sites for phosphorylation by PKC (Tingley et al., 1993). These studies support 

the idea that BIB regulation at the cariioxy tail is through multiple mechanisms. 

The carboxy tail is also the site of regulatory interactions for channels in the MIP 

family. For example, phosphorylation of serine 256 in the carboxy tail of AQP2 by 

protein kinase A induces translocation of AQP2 to the apical membrane of collecting 

duct cells in the inner medulla in response to the anti-diuretic honnone vasopressin 

(Fushimi et al., 1997; Sasaki et al., 1998). The carisoxy tail of AQP1 contains a number 

of conserved amino acids in positions identical to those in the binding regions of cyclic 

nudeotkle-gated channels. The cart)oxy tail is likely to be the site of direct cGMP 

regulation of cationic ion channel activity in AQP1 (Anthony et al., 2000). 

In this chapter, I discussed results from experiments with mutant BIB channels 

generated by tmncation of the carboxy tail of BIB at two sites, A317 and A377. These 

studies are interesting in that they add a further level of complexity to knowledge of the 

regulation of MIP family of channels and potentially narrow down the sites of tyrosine 
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phosphorylation of BIB to tyrosines 367,384,478, and 609. Several ideas merit further 

investigation: (i) site-directed mutagenesis of tyrosines 367, 384,478 and 609 to 

phenylalanine; (ii) identification of the tyrosine kinase and protein tyrosine phosphatases 

that act on BIB channels; (iii) eluddation of the effects of SH3, PDZ binding domains, 

and polyglutamine regions on cationic channel activity and trafficking to or retention of 

channels to specific molecular compartments. 
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A. 
269 
SGLVYEYIFl(SyRNLRHNKGSIDNDSSSIHSEDELNYDMDMEKPNKYQQS 
QGTYg&3Q"3>IGNGGGQAAGNGQHQAANMGQMP(^AMAGQGNYCQNLYTAP 
PLSSKYDQQQEPLYGGTRSLY<&SP^TRSNLl^Sp^/AKSNTAINRDIV 
PRPGPLVPAQSLYPMRTQQQQQQQQQQQQQVASAPQSSHLQNQNVQNQMQQ 

FEE^YGMRGSMRGQQQ PIQQQQQQQQQQLQQQQ PNMGVQQQQMQP P P W 
SDPQQQPQGFQPVYGTRTNPTmPGNHKYDRRDPQQMYCyTGPR^R^^O 
S DPS S YGS YHGSAVT P PX&HPG)t^ PS P PP PO PNAAH PO PTTRTOSERL^SAP 
VWS Q PAACAVT YT T S QGS AVT AQQQQ PMLMY AP P PQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQ 
QQQQQQMMMQQQQQHYGMLPLRPN-700 

B 
269 
QLVYE^NS RNRNLRHNKGSIDND S S SIH SE DE LN Y DMDME K PNKYQQS 
OGTYPRGnSNGNGGGOAAGNGOHOAANMGOMPGV^^ANAGQGNYdQNLYTAPl 
PLSSKYDQQ(^LYG^SLYCRSPTLTRSNLNRSQSVYAKSNTAINRDIV 
P^GPLVPAQSLYPMRTQOQOOOQQOQQOOVASAPOSSHLONONVQNOMOQ 
R^IYG^SMRGQQQ PI QQQQQQQQQQLQQQQ PNMG^/QQQQMQ P P PQMM 

SDPQOOPOGFOPVYGTRTNPTPMDGNHKYDRRDPOQMYGVTGPRNRGOSAO 

SDDSSYGSYHGSAVTPPARHPSVEPSPPPP^MLMYAPP^QPNAAHPQPIRT 

QSERKVSAPVWSQPAACWTYTTSQGSAVTAQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQ 

QQQQQQMMMQQQQQHYGMLPLRPN-700 

c. 
269 
SGLVYEYIFNSRNRNLRHNKGSIDNDSSSIHSEDELNYDMDMEKPNKYQQS 
QGTYPRGQSNGNGGGQAAGNGQHQAANMGQMPGWANAGQGMYCQNLYTAP 
PLSSKYDQQQEPLYGGTRSLYCRSPTLTRSMLNRSQSVYAKSNTAINRDIV 
PRPCTPLVRIAOSLYPMRTOOOOOOOOOOQOOVASAPOSSHLONONVONOMOQ 
RSESIYGMRGSMRGQQQPIQQQQQQQQQQLQQQQPNMGVQQQQMQPPPQMM 
SDPOQQPQGFQPVYGTRTNPTPMDGNHKYDRRDPQQMYGVTGPRNRGQSAQ 
SDDSSYGSYHGSAVTPPARHPSVEP^PPPPRIMLMYAEJPPQP^TAAHPQPIRT 
QSERKVSAPVWSOPAACjWTYTTSOGSAVTAOOOQOOOQOOOOOOOOQOO 
QQQQQQMMMQQQQQHYGMI|PLRE|ST-7OO 
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D. 
269 
SGLVYEYIFNSRNRNLRHNKGSIDMDSSSIHSEDELNYDMDMEKPNKYQQS 
QGTYPRGQSNGNGGGQAAGNGQHQAANMGQMPGWANAGQGNYCQNLYTAP 
PLSSKYDQOOEPLYGGTRSLYCRSPTLTRSNLNRSQSVYAKSIS^RDIV 
PRPGPLVPAQSLYPMRTQQQQQQQQQQQQQVASAPQSSHLQNQMVQNQMQQ 
RS E SIYGMRGSMRGQQQ PIQQQQQQQQQQLQQQQ PNMGVQQQQMQ P P PQMM 
SDPQQQPQGFQPVYGTRTNPTPMDGNHKYDRRDPQQMYGVTGPRNRGQSAQ 
SDDSSYGSYH(^SSTPPARHPSVEPSPPPPPMLMYAPPPQPNAAHPQPIRT 
OSERECVSAPVWSOPAACAVTYTTSQ(^SS^AQQQQQQQQQQQQOQQQQOO 
QQQQQQMMMQQQQQ H Y GML PLR PN-700 

E. 
269 
SGLVYEYIFNSRNRNLRHNKGSIDNDSSSIHSEDELiMYDMDMEKPNKYQQS 
QGTYPRGQSNGNGGGQAAGNGQHQAAI^GQMPGWANAGQGNYCQNLYTAP 
PLSSKYDQQQEPLYGGTRSLYCRSPTLTRSNLNRSQSVYAKSNTAINRDIV 
PR PGPLVPAQS LY PMRTQQQQQQQQQQQQQVASAPQS S HLQNQNVQNQMQQ 
RS ESIYGMRGSMRGQQQPIQQQQQQQQQQLQQQQPNMGVQQQQMQP P PQMM 
SDPQQQPQGFQPWGTRTNPTPMDGNHKYDRRDPQQMYGVTGPRNRGQSAQ 
SDDS S YGS YHGSAVT P PAP>H PS^/E PS P P P P PMLMYAP P PQPNAAH PQPI RT 
QS E RKVS APVWSQPAACAVT Y T T SQGS AVT AQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQ 
QQQQQQMMMQQQQQH YGMLP LR PN-700 

Figure 4.1 Carboxy tall domain of BIB with sltos of potantial phosphorylation and 
pntaln Intoractlona highllghad. The carboxy tail of BIB (amino adds 269-700) is 
shown with consensus sequences for phosph l̂ation (A. serine/threonine kinases and 
B. tyrosine kinases), SH3 tM'nding domains (C.), PDZ binding domains (D.) and 
poiyglutamines (E.) highlighted in bold, black letters. For the consensus sequences 
given * indicates the phosphorylated residue, X indicates any amino add is tolerated. / 
indicates that any of the set of amino adds shown are tolerated. A. The cariaoxy tail of 
BIB contains eight sites of potential phosphorylation by serine/threonine kinases. The 
consensus sequences for phosphorylation are: XS*RX (drded; cGMP dependent protein 
kinase); XRXXS*X (ovais; CAM kinase II); XRXXS*RX (boxed; protein kinase C; Kemp 
and Pearson, 1990; Bum's et al, 1998). B. Three of the 21 tyrosines in the carboxy tail 
are potential substrates for the tyrosine kinase src (D/E<0/E-l/V/L-Y*-G/E-E/F; ovals); 
two are potential substrates for Abl 0(-V-l/V/L-Y*-A-A-P; boxed). C. Four potential SH3 
binding domains are boxed (minimal consensus P-X-X-P; Rickles et al, 1994). D. Three 
internal putative PDZ binding domains, S/T-X-VA are endosed in ovals (Saras and 
Heldin, 1996). E. 102 of the 431 amino add residues (24%) are glutamine (Q) in the 
carboxy tail of BIB induding three stretches of 10,12 and 25 glutamines (Rao et al., 
1990). 
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A. 
hAQPl 218-GGALAVLIYDFILAPRSSDLTDRVKVWTSGQVEEYDLDADDINSRVEMKPK-268 
bib 265-GGMASGLVYEYIFNSRNRNLRHNKGSIDNDSSSIHSEDELNYDMDMEKPNKYQQSQGTYP+ 

B. 
rAQP4 240-GAVLAGALYEYVFCP DVELECRRLKEAFSKAAQQTKGSYME 
bib 265-GGMASGLVYEYIFNSRNRNLRHNKGSIDNDSSSIHSEDELNYDMDMEKPNKYQQSQGTYPR 

• ie -kitit • -k-k ** * • 

rAQP4 VEDN RSQVETEDLILKPGWHVIDIDRGDEKKGKDSSGEVLSSV-323 
bib GQSNGNGGGQAAGNGQHQAANMGQMPGWANAGQ-GNYCQNLYTAP PLSSKYDQQQEPLY+ 

•k k -kifkk -k k 

Figure 4.2 AUgmmnt ofearboxy tail domains of BIB with mtAQP4 and human 
AQP1. Alignment of BIB with human AQP1 (A.) and rat AQP4 (B.) was performed with 
ClustalW (www.clustalw.genome.ad.jp/). Amino adds 265-324 (A.) and 265-383 (B.) of 
BIB, accension number X53275; 218-268 of human AQP1, (M77829); 240-323 rat AQP4 
(U14007) are shown. Underlined BIB sequence indicates the location of the end of 
transmembrane domain 6; asterisks below the alignment indicate identical amino acid 
residues between proteins; indicates additional sequence not shown; - indicate gaps 
introduced for alignment. Alignment of BIB with hAQPl and rAQP4 detemfiined the 
positions used to truncate BIB yielding A317 and A377 mutant channels. White triangles 
indicate sites of BIB tmncations. 

http://www.clustalw.genome.ad.jp/
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Figure 4.3 TruncationairalegyforBIB. 
See next page for details. 
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Figure 4.3 Truncation stntagy for BIB. A317 and A377 and tmncation mutants were 
generated with polymerase chain reaction. For both mutants the sense primer 
incorporated an introduced Bgl// restriction site (underiined) upstream of the ATG start 
(italics) and unique antisense primers specific for the truncation site and incorporating 
the introduced stop codon (italics) as well as a novel Bgl// restriction site (underlined) for 
subcloning (primers are shown t)elow; mutated bases are in bold). The resulting PGR 
products were digested with Bgl// restriction enzyme and ligated into the pXpG 
expression vector, which is a modified pSP64 vector containing the 5' and 3' 
untranslated regions (5'-UTR and 3'-UTR) of the Xenopus p-globin gene. 

sense: 5'-AACAAATCGAGATCTGAGTCCGAC>\rG-3' bp 277-303 

A317 antisense: 5'-GGTGCAGATCTACTGCTGrC/\CTTGTTGGGCTTCTC-3' bp 1266-
1231 

/S377 antisense: 5'-CAG AGAGATCTGCTGCTGrCAGTACTTCGAGGA-3' bp 1448-
1417 
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Figura 4.4 Restriction dfgest aiM/ys/s of full fengtfi and Inmeation mutants of BIB 
cDNA and Illustration ofcRNA pnxftiets. A. Aliquots of ptasmids containing HABIB, 
A317 and A377 cONA were analyzed by gel electrophoresis on a 1%(w/v) agarose gel 
and visualized with ethidium bromide staining. Circular plasmids were digested with 
Bgl// resulting in two fragments for each: the backbone pXpG expression vector 
(2960bp) and either BIB (2128bp), A377 (1393bp) or A317 (1220bp). Digestion with 
Spe/ linearized the plasmids yielding a band at 5088bp for BIB, 4353bp for A377 and 
4180 A317. B. cRNA was synthesized in vitro from SpeMinearized plasmid DNA and 
analyzed on a 1%(w/v) agarose gel with 6.7% formaldehyde and visualeed with 
ethidium bromide staining. RNA ladder sizes correspond to (bases): 9490,4400,2370, 
1350 and 240. 
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Figure 4.5 Truncation of tfw carboxy tail domain dooa not confw waHar 
permaabillty to BIB. Water permeability was tested with an oocyte swelling assay in 
which oocytes (expressing either AQP1, A317, A377 or Ctrl) were placed into 50% 
hypotonic saline at time 0. Two<limensional images of the oocyte were captured at 
fifteen-second intervals. The two-dimensional area of the oocyte was converted to 
relative volume (V/Vo; Vo, the volume at time zero; VA^o=(A/Ao)̂  and used to 
calculate the osmotic water permeability (Pr) as described in Rivers et al. (1997). 
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Figure 4.6 A317 and AS77 an axpnssad on ihe plasma mwnbnam ofXanopus 
oocytes. Plasma membrane fractions of Xenopus oocytes expressing A317, A377 or 
HABIB were isolated by differential centrifugation, resolved by 8% SDS-PAGE and 
transferred to nitrocellulose. The blot was probed by immunoblotting with rat antî lA 
antibodies (clone 3F10, Roche) followed by goat anti-rat IgG HRP-conjugate secondary. 
Bands were visualized by enhanced chemi-luminescence. Sizes of molecular weight 
markers are indicated. HABIB channels resolve at approximately 80kD. A. A317 
channels resolve at approximately 38kO (arrow). B. A377 channels resolve at 
approximately 46kD (am)w). The upper bands at approximately 48kD and the smear 
between 80-1 OOkO may be the result of abnormal processing of A377 as has been seen 
for AQP1 mutants (Jung et al., 1994). 
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Figure 4.7 A317 and AST? Aave a Umar cumnt-vohaga niatlonshlp. 
A. Current-voltage relationships for representative HABIB, A317, A377 and control 
oocytes. FulNength and truncated channels have linear current-voltage relationships 
(left panel). Right panel shows an enlargement of the x-axis to reveal similar reversal 
potentials of truncated and full-length BIB channels. Reversal potentials for A317 
(-18+8mV. n=22), A377 (.22+9mV. n=16) and HABIB (-19+8mV, n=24) were not 
significantly different B. Current traces were evoked by stepping from+60 to-90mV in 
10mV increments from a holding potential of-40mV for oocytes expressing HABIB, 
A317, A377, or control oocytes. Scale bars are î A and 100ms. 
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Figure 4.8 A317 and AS77 have ntkicad whola<aU conduelanca eompand fo Ml 
length BIB. A. Diagram of the carboxy terminal half of full-length and truncated BIB 
channels with tyrosines, SH3 binding domains and polyglutamine regions indicated for 
A317 (left), A377 (middle) and full-length BIB (right). 8. Summary of the conductance 
values of control and oocytes expressing A317, A377 and full-length BIB. Bar height 
indicates mean, error bars indicate standard deviation, values (mean+SD) and number 
of samples (parentheses) are shown below the graph. Conductance was calculated 
from a linear fit of the cuoent-voltage relationship obtained from traces as in Figure 4.7. 
* indicates significance compared to Ctrl and HABIB (p<0.05, t-test). 
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Figure 4.9 Truncation of tho carboxy tail removes eModablo tyrosine 
phosphorylation of BIB. A. Western blot of proteins immunopredpltated from oocyte 
plasma membrane fractions with a rat anti-HA antibody (clone 3F10, Roche, left) or a 
mouse anti-phosphotyrosine antibody (PY11120, Transduction Labs, right). The blot 
was probed with the rat anti-HA antibody and goat anti-rat IgG HRP-conjugated 
secondary antibody (both panels). HA-tagged BIB constructs (HABIB and A317) were 
visualized by enhanced chemHuminescence (Pierce). Shown in each panel are proteins 
from control, A317 and wild type HABIB-expressing oocytes. Wild type HABIB but not 
A317 is phosphorylated on tyrosine residues. 8. Summary of the lack of effect of pre-
treatment with 10(iM Lavendustin A on oocytes expressing A317. Bar height indicates 
mean conductance, error bars indicate standard deviation, values and number of 
samples (parentheses) are indicated below the graph. In contrast to the significant 
effect on wild type channels (see Rgure 2.6) no differences were observed between 
Lavendustin A treated and untreated A317-expressing oocytes. 
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

Proper BIB function during neurogenesis is fundamentally important; lack-of-

function mutations in BIB ovenride intact Notch receptor signaling and cause a 

neurogenic phenotype. Despite the importance of BIB for proper neural development its 

function has remained unknown. This dissertation describes experiments designed to 

test the hypothesis that BIB is an ion channel. Results using two-electrode voltage 

clamp, demonstrated that BIB is a non-selective monovalent cation channel regulated by 

endogenous signaling pathways involving tyrosine kinases in oocytes. Cell-attached 

patch clamp experiments revealed channels with a large single channel conductance in 

BIB-expressing oocytes (300±30pS). Our novel finding of a cationic channel through 

BIB fits logically with experiments by Goodman and Spitzer designed to examine the 

development of electrical excitability of neurons in the grasshopper embryo (Goodman 

and Spitzer, 1979). The resting membrane potential of differentiating neuroblasts was 

-60 to -BOmV while non-neuronal cells had more depolarized membrane potentials, -40 

to -60mV (Goodman and Spitzer, 1979). Based on the results presented in this 

dissertation, one might speculate that the depolarized membrane potential of non-neural 

cells could be the result of BIB acting to inhibit neural fate. Additionally, the novel 

regulation of BIB by a mechanism involving tyrosine kinase pathways appears to fit 

logically with the role of BIB in neurogenesis, a process that is governed by growth 

factors and other environmental cues (Pimentel et al., 1996; Kimble and Simpson, 1997; 

Skeath, 1998; Udolph et al., 1998; Chen et al., 1999). Several new questions emerge 

from the finding that BIB is a cationic channel regulated by tyrosine kinase signaling: (i) 

what changes in phosphorylation status occur with BIB channel activation; (ii) how does 

membrane depolarization, mediated by BIB, affect cell fate dedsion-making; (iiO is BIB 
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regulated by tyrosine kinases during Drosophila development; (iii) what is the 

involvement of BIB in Notch receptor signaling and in growth factor signaling during 

development; and (iv) is BIB channel activity regulated through additional pathways in 

v/Vo? 

Cationic penneability through BIB is blocked by extracellular calcium and barium. 

Calcium and barium probably inhibit currents in BIB-expressing oocytes by mechanisms 

other than simple occlusion of the pore since the ionic radii of caldum and barium (0.99A 

and 1.35A respectively) are similar to those of the penneant ions, sodium (0.95A), and 

potassium (1.33A) but less than that of tetraethylammonium (~5A). Current amplitudes 

from oocytes expressing any one of several mutations at E71 were dramatically reduced 

compared to wild type HABIB channels. A conservative substitution of E71 to aspartic 

add resulted in cun-ents that were blocked by Mg "̂̂ . These results are the first to 

demonstrate experimentally that E71, a highly conserved residue in MIP channels, is 

critical for determining channel properties. Further experiments should address the 

effect of mutating E71 on single channel properties as well as any changes in trafficking 

or retention of mutant channels on the plasma membrane since E71 is conserved in over 

90% of MIP channels and appears to be critical for proper channel function. As 

described in the introduction to Chapters, divalent cation blockade is a common 

mechanism to regulate the properties of ion channels. This feature of BIB channels 

could be an additional mechanism of regulation of BIB function fn vivo, however 

additional studies to detennine the effect of caldum block on single channel properties 

as well as the effect of intracellular caldum are required to better understand the 

physiological effects of caldum on BIB. 
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For me, the most intriguing structural feature of BIB has been the carboxy tail 

domain. Chapter 4 described results demonstrating that the carboxy tail of BIB is critical 

for channel activation; channels taincated at amino acids 317 or 377 exhibited 

decreased whole-cell conductance, Furthennore, truncation at amino add 317 removes 

tyrosine phosphorylation of BIB. However, one might have expected that if tyrosine 

phosphorylation were the primary regulatory mechanism then truncation would result in 

constitutively active BIB channels. The opposite results obtained with these studies 

suggest that BIB regulation is a complex process that may involve sites such as those 

present for serine/threonine phosphorylation, PDZ binding domains and polyglutamine 

stretches. In this regard, future studies should focus on (i) molecular dissection of the 

importance of SH3 and PDZ binding domains and polyglutamine stretches for BIB 

cationic channel activity; (ii) characterizing the site of tyrosine phosphorylation; and (iii) 

investigating protein-protein interactions between BIB and other neurogenic genes. 

Further studies into the functional domains of the BIB protein should provide more clues 

to the unique involvement of bib in neurogenesis, and further evidence of the diversity of 

function in the MIP family of channels. 
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